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INTRODUCTION

This research is part of a continuing study of the effects of

photodetachment and photodissociation of negative ions on the production

of electrons in the ionized atmosphere. Photodetachment and photodissociation

cross section values are needed for the model codes to predict electron

densities and ion concentrations for use in determining the electromagnetic

wave transmission of normal and disturbed atmospheres. Under U.S. Army

Research Office (ARO) Contract DAHCO4-73-C-0016, we have previously

constructed a unique experimental apparatus that enables us to measure

these cross sections for thermalized ions, With this apparatus, we have

measured the cross sections for a number of important atmospheric ions

over the wavelength range from 4579 to 6950 ~~~. Under the current ARO

Contract DAAG29-76-C-0023, we have extended the measurements to 8400

For wavelengths in the range 5000 to 8400 we have investigated all

expected major atmospheric ion species, including first hydrates. The

study has yielded a large number of interesting results, both for the

specific atmospheric application and for the understanding of the structure

and clustering mechanisms in molecular negative ions.

RESEACH RESULTS

Under the previous contract, we measured photodissociation and

photoderachment cross sections for 0
2 , 03 9 04 9 02 

H
2
O, C03 ,  CO

3 
H~O,

CO4 , HCO
3 

and HCL
3 ’H2

O at wavelengths from 4579 to 6950 ~~~. To completely

document our knowledge gained to date of negative ion photodestruction,

we have included as Appendix A a reprint of the final publication

[J. Chem. Phys. 65, 5267 (1976)1 summarizing the work done on the previous

“act.
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An obvious gap in the previous study pertained to the nitrogen-based

ions, NO2 , NO
3
, and their hydrates, which are very stable and important

in the ionospheric chemistry. Further, both of these ions have been

reported to have isomeric forms, which could play a role in their chemistry.

We first investigated the photodetachinent of NO
2
. In the work reported

in Appendix B, “Photodetachment and De-excitation of Excited NO
2

”

[J. Chem. Phys. ~~~~~, 4520 (1977)], we showed that NO
2 

is generally formed

with substantial vibrational excitation. No evidence was found for a

structural isomer of NO
2 , 

and previous reports of this isomer can be

reasonably attributed to the observed vibrational excitation. We also

measured the vibrational de-excitation rate of NO
2~~ 

by 0
2
, NO

2, 
and CO

2
.

These de-excitation rates are so fast that the NO
2 

found in a normal

atmosphere will be largely thermalized. However, photodetachntent cross

sections for the excited NO
2 

were measured and could be useful in under-

standing the ionosphere under highly disturbed conditions. Photodetachment

of theruialized NO
2 

which begins at about 5000 will be studied under a

new contract.

Neither photodissociation nor photodetachnient of normal NO
3 

would

be expected to occur at the wavelengths under consideration here because

of the large bond energy (4.3 eV) and electron attachment energy (3.9 eV)

of this ion. However, a less stable form has been observed in ion-molecule

reaction studies. It should be possible to produce this “peroxy” NO
3

in an Nob
2 
mixture by the reaction

0
4 + NO -. 0

2 
‘NO + 02 (1)

but we have not yet succeeded in doing so. We have, however, produced the

ion in an O
2
/N
2
O mixture and measured the photodissociation cross section

shown in Figure 1. We have also produced the hydrate of this ion, O2
.NO.H

2
0,

and measured the photodestruction cross section shown in Figure.2. Neither

the reactions leading to these ions nor their photodestruction is well

3
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Figure 1. Photodissociation cross section for O
2
.NO .
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Figure 2. Photodestruction cross section for O2 ’NO H2O.

Destruction channels were not determined.
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character ized at this t ime , and they will be the subject of future work.

Appendix C (the abstract of a paper presented at the International

Conference on the Physics of Electronic and Atomic Collisions in Paris,

France, in July 1977) provides additional information on these and related

ions.

The photodissociation cross section for O
3~~

O + h v - ~~O + O 2 , (2)

shows significant structure which can be analyzed to yield vibrational

frequencies for both the ground and excited state of 0
3 

in a manner

similar to that already done for CO
3 

[J. Chem. Phys. 65, 2512 (1976)].

The article attached as Appendix D and submitted to the Journal of

Chemical Physics describes this analysis for 0
3 

and discusses the

identification of the dissociating state.

We have also measured the photodissociation cross sections for the

first two hydrates of 0
3 

and have observed them to be nearly identical

with the parent ion, as discussed in Appendix E (an article submitted to

the Journal of Chemical Physics).

Cross section measurements for all the ions mentioned so far were

extended from 6950 to 8400 ~~~, using newly available infrared dyes, as

described in detail in Appendix F (an article submitted to the Journal of

Chemical Physics). Particularly interesting for modeling purposes is

Table III of this article. This table summarizes all our negative ion

photodestruction cross section measurements to date, as a function of

photon energy. For ions whose cross sections are highly structured (e.g.,

0
3 

and CO
3

) ,  the structure has been smoothed so that the values in this

table, when integrated over a smoothly varying photon flux , should

accurately represent the photodestruction rate.

Finally , to check the accuracy of the absolute values of the cross

sections, we measured the photodetachment cross sections of 0 , 02 ,  and

5 
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OH relative to D .  Our cross section values reported to date have

depended on normalization to a previously measured 0 cross section,

whose reported accuracy is ± 10%, but which had never before been carefully
checked in an independent experiment. The photodetachment cross sections

for H and D can be very accurately calculated and have also been

measured e~perimental1y. This work is not yet complete, but our

normalization procedure clearly is accurate to within the stated

uncertainties (typically ± 20%), and, therefore, the published values can
be used with confidence. It is hoped that completion of this work will

decrease these uncertainties. When we have completed the measurement of

the 0 , 0
2
, and OH cross sections relative to D , and performed the

final assessment of the effect on our previously reported values, we will

prepare an article for publication.

CONCLUS IONS

We have now measured the photodestruction cross sections for all

parent negative ions believed to be important in the D-region of the

ionosphere, as well as for their first hydrates, from 5100 to 8400

with some measurements extending to 4579 ~~~. The number of photoactive

ion species is very large at 5100 ~~, and increases as expected toward

shorter wavelengths. Further work is therefore needed to extend these

measurements into the ultraviolet.

PUBLICATIONS AND CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

This research has resulted in four journal articles (Appendixes B,

D, E, and F) and it is expected that, after some additional research,

journal articles will result from the work on 0
2 

.NO (Appendix C) 

and6
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on the measurement of the 0 , 02 , and OH photodetachment cross sections

relative to D .

Reports on this work have been made at various conferences. Also,

J. R. Peterson organized a workshop on atmospheric ion clusters at the

Gaseous Electronics Conference in Cleveland, Ohio (19 through 22 October

1976). A list of conference presentations is given below.

1. J. R. Peterson, P. C. Cosby, and J. T. Moseley, “Photodestruction of
A tmospheric Negative and Positive Ions,” Proceedings of the COSPAR,
Philadelphia, 1976 (Pergatnon Press, 1977), p. 243.

2. B. A. Ruber, P. C. Cosby ,  J. T. Moseley, and J. R. Peterson, “Photo-
detachment of E:.cited N02 , ” Paper CBS, 29th GEC, Cleveland, Ohio (1976).

3. P. C. Cosby,  J. H. Ling, J. T. Moseley, and J. R. Peterson, “Photo-
dissociation Spectroscopy of 0 ,“ Paper IA1, 29th GEC, Cleveland,
Ohio (1976).

4. J. T. Moseley, “Photodissociation of Cluster Ions,” Invited Paper J4,
29th GEC, Cleveland, Ohio (1976).

5. P. C. Cosby, G. P. Smith, J. H. Ling, J. R. Peterson, and J. T. Moseley,
“Photodissociation of 0 and its Hydrates,” X ICPEAC Abstracts of
Papers, p. 111 (Paris, ~977).

6. P. C. Cosby, G. P. Smith, J. R. Peterson, and 3. T. Moseley, “Photon
Interactions Involving N02 ,  NOf, and their Hydrates,” ibid; p. 113.

7. B. A. Huber, P. C. Cosby, J. R. Peterson, and J. T. Moseley, “Collisional
De-excitation and Photodetachment of Excited NO2 ,” ibid; p. 115

8. 3. T. Moseley, “Ion Photodissociation and Photofragment Spectroscopy,”
X ICPEAC Invited Papers and Progress Reports (Paris, 1977).

9. J. T. Moseley, “Photon Interactions with Molecular Ions,” Paper G-2-17,
3ene Symposium International de Chimie des Plasmas, Limogis, France (1977). -

10. 3. T. Moseley, P. C. Cosby, and J. R. Peterson, “Photodissociati~n and
Photodetachment Cross Sections of Atmospheric Ions,” IAGA/IAMAP
Symposium on Ions in the Middle Atmosphere, p. 57 (Seattle, 1977) .

11. G. P. Smith, L. C. Lee, P. C. Cosby, J. R. Peterson, and J. T. Moseley,
“Photodissociation Cross Sections of A tmospheric Negative Ions,”
Paper MA5 , 30th GEC, Palo Alto , California (1977).

12. P. C. Cosby, C. P. Smith, J. T. Moseley , and L. C. Lee, “Photo-
dissociation of Atmospheric Positive Ions,” Paper MA6, ibid.

13. J. T. Moseley, P. C. Cosby, J. R. Peterson, and C. P. Smith, “Formation
and Photodissociation of Peroxy NO3 ,” Paper MA7, ibid.
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APPENDIX A

Photodissociation and photodetachment of molecular
negative ions. Ill. Ions formed in C02/02/H20 mixtures*

P. C. Cosby, J. H. Ling, J. R. Peterson, and J. T. Moseleyt

Molecular Physics Center . Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California 94025
(Received 29 July 1976)

Total photodesiruction cross sections for 0, ,  O4~ 0, .H ,O, CO4 .  CO1 . and C0;.H ,0 have been
measured over the range f rom 6950 to 4579 A (1 . 78—2.71 eV). In most cases the photodeatruction of these
ions can be attributed to specific photodissociation or photodetachment processes. The ions HCO, and
HCO , -H ,0 have also been investigated , and upper limits determined for their total photodestruction. The
experiments were performed using a drift tube mass spectrometer coupled with an argon ion laser and a
tunable dye laser. The cross section values vary from 2 X l 0 ’° to 1xl0 ~~’ cm’, and in most cases
photodissociation is the predominant process. In C0j and Oj evidence is found for bound, predisaociating
excited states.

I . INTRODUCT ION tenth the mean tk ermal speed of the ions and gas mole-
In recent work1~ it was discovered that several ions cules at room temperature. The drift distance is

chosen so that the ions experience many thermalizing
important in the 60—90 km D region of the ionosphere collisions following their production. Just before pass-unde rgo substantial photodissociation by visible light.
Calculations5 have show n that photodissociation is an ing through the extraction aperture, the ions intersect

the intracavity photons of the laser, which is chopped atimportant da~rtime loss mechanism for CO; and 100 Hz. The ions that pass through the extraction aper-CO;. H,O and could account for the rap id increase of ture into the high vacuum analysis region are masselectron densit? in the D region at sunrise. Photo- selected by a quadrupole mass spectrometer and in-detachment and photodissociation processes are also
important in gas discharge7 and e-beam pt~mped8 lasers, dividually detected by an electron multiplier.

in magnetohydrody namic generators9, and in the study Photons at seven discrete energ ies between 2. 34—
of photon-induced chemical reactions. In addition , 2.71 eV are obtained using the lines of a commercial
there is fundamental interest in the interactions of argon ion laser. Continuously tunable photon energies
photons with molecular ions . Studies of such interac- between 1.78—2.43 eV are obtained using a commercial
tions can provid e information’0” about the locat ion, “jet-stream” dye laser pumped by the argon laser. In
shape and symmetry of the ground and excited states of both cases, the drift tube is contained in the cavity of
ions, molecular bond energies, the electron affinity of the appropriate laser. A major improvement over the
the neutral parent , and energy partioning in photodis- earlier experiments has been achieved by using a more
sociation reactions, powerful commercial argon ion laser , having a nominal

output power of 12 W (all lines) to pump the dye laser.In this paper we report total photodestruction cross Table I shows the dyes used, together with the wave-
sections over the range from 4579 to 6950 A for a num- length range and peak intracavity powers obta ined.ber of ions formed in mixtures of CO,, 02, and H20.
The ions studied were chosen primarily for their p05- The wavelength of the dye laser is calibrated with a
sible importance in the D reg ion, but the cross sections reversion spectroscope and a 0.3 m monochromator
reported should also be useful in other applications, relative to the He—Ne and argon laser lines, to an ac-
We make no attempt here at a detailed analysis of the curacy of ± 1 A. In both laser configurations, the pho-
results In terms of the structural properties of the ions, ton beam is linearly polarized perpendicular to the axis
since each such analysis Is quite involved and requires of the drift tube. The circulating power Is sampled by
other experimental information In addition to the re- calibrated low transmittance output couplers and moni-
ported cross sections. In the cases of 0 and C0 , how- tored by a disk calorimeter.
ever , such analysis Is under way and is mentioned be- Although, in principle, it is possible to determinelow. absolute photodestruction cross sections In our experi-

ment , all the cross sections reported here are put on
II . APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE an absolute scale by the following normalization pro-
The experimental apparatus, which consists of a drift cedure. The photodestruction cross section oQ~) for

tube mass spectrometer , an argon ion laser , and a tun- any negative ion A relative to the known cross sectio n
able dye laser , has been previously described 2’4 in of another reference ion W is given by
some detail. Briefl y, the negative ions are formed in ln(4/I)A. ~~~~~~. ~~~~~ 

*

(1)the gas phase (0.0 50—0.400 torr) by elect ron attach- eA -(X) = o’R .(A) ln (I o/I)R PA’ V~-merst processes and subsequent ion—molecule reactions,
and drift under the influence of a weak applied electric In this expression , I and I, are the numbers of ions
fi eld through the background gas toward an extraction detected at a given wavelength during the laser on and
aperture. In these experiment s, the ratio of the elec- off periods , respectively , PR-/P A- is the ratio of the
tric field to the neutral-gas density, E/N , is chosen laser output powers measured during the accumula-
such that the directed drift velocity is only about one tion of counts for each species , ‘and VA./ V R- is the

The Journa l of Chemica l Physics. Vol. 65, No. 12. 15 Decamber 1976 Copyright 01977 American Inst itute of Physics 5267
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i’AB LE I . Laser dyes .

Wavele ngth
Pump range Cavity power Llfettme ’~

Dye Concentration s Ltne sb/ Power(W) (A) (mm /max , in W) (Is)

Cresyl violet 4,’ 0.001 M (EC) AlI/ 16 7000—6500 19/51 5

~ 0. 0014 At R6G

~ 0. 1% COT

~ 2% MEOII

Rhoda mine B 0, 006 M (EG) All/iS 6700—6000 42/ 187

~ 0. 2% COT

Rhodammne 6G’ 0.003 M (EG) All/ 16 6430—5650 40/220 Indefinite
+ 0. 2% COT
+ 2 ~~MEOLt

Sodium 0. 003 M (EG) All/16 5700—5275 17/120 Inde fmnlt e t
fluoresce m n’ + 0. 3~ COT

Coumi r tn  54Q5 0, 0013 M (EG) 4880/8 5450—5125 13/54

~20 % BA
+ 0. 2 % COT

5Corscentrat ions given in moles per liter (M) and percent by volume (%) for an ethylene glycol (EG) so-
lution. R6G = rhodamine 6G dye; COT = 1, 3, 5, 7—cyclooctatetrae ne; MEOH = methanol; BA benzy l
alcohol ,

5Lines of the argon ion laser used to pump the dye.
‘Lasing period of a 1, 5 1 solution of the dye over which the cavity power decreased by approximately

60~~.4The acetate , nitrate , and perchlorate salts of this dye have been used and are essentially equivalent
in performance.
‘Available from Eastman Kodak Co.
tCOT must be frequently replenished to maintain performance.
5Equiva lent to Coumarin 6, Available from Exciton Chemical Co .

ratio of mean speeds for each species when passing ity to bring the ions, that may be created In high vibra-
through the photon beam. This procedure avoid s the tional or even excited electronic states, into thermal
necessity of knowing precisely the intracavi ty photon equilibrium with the background gas at essentially room
flux and the overlap integral between the ions and temperature. One would expect strong effects from
phot ons, both difficult quantities to determine experi- vibrational excitation on the photodissociation of an ion ,
mentally. In many cases, the ratio l’A-/V W can also be and we have observed effects”’ attributed to such ex-
determ ined much more accu rately than can either of citation. Due to the relatively high pressure and long
the velocities separately. A full discussion of these drift distance of this apparatus , the ions can be made
problems is found in Ref s. 2 and 4. The absolute to undergo many thermaliz ing collisions , typically be-
values of the cross sections reported here are based tween io’— iO~, before the photon interaction. Often ,
on a normalization to the O•’ photodetachment cross sec- changes in the total cross section are observed when
tion , as measured by Branscomb, Smith, and Tisone.56 the number of collisions is small , or when the drift

velocity is larger than thermal velocity .The total photodestruction cross section in Eq. (1)
describes the loss of an ion due to photodetachment or All results reported here were obtained under condi-
photodissociat ion (or both). Other mechanisms such tions such that the cross sectio ’s remained constant as
as multiphoton processes, collisional dissociation , or the number of collisions was furt .~er increased , and all
reactions following photon excitation to a bound state were obtained for drift velocities t . ch less than ther-
are unlikely under our operating conditions , and we mal velocity. In many cases , extensive tests were
have not yet observed any such proces ses. Photodis- made, such as those reported in Refs. 1—4 , in a fu rther
sociation may be observed directl y by tuning the quadru- attempt to detect effects of possible vibrational excita-
pole mass filter to the mass of a photofragment ion and tion . The refore , except where specificall y noted in the
observing the increase in this ion when the laser is text , it is reasonable to assume that the cross sections
on , “ or by using the difference between the mobilities reported here refer to a roo m temperature thermal dis-
of the parent and photofragment ions. Photodetach- tribution of vibrational levels in the parent ion. This
ment cannot be observed directly, bu t its presence can situation differs significantly from photodissociation
be inferred from differences in the photodestruct lon measurements made usi ng fast ion beams, j j~~j~ where
cross section and the apparent dissociation cross see- substantial vibrational excitation of the parent is ob-
tion obtained from observation of photofragment ions, served , and where this excitation is encouraged to al-

low measurement of the vibrational spacings and popula-
A particu la r fea ture of these experiments is the abil- tions in the ground state of the parent ion .

J. them. Phys., Vol . 65, No. 12, 15 December 1976 
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Y V A V t L E NGTII IA) Eq. ( 1). Contributions to the uncertainty in the abso-
6500 6000 5500 5000

30  
~1 

lu te scale consist of a 10% uncertainty in the value of
the 0 pho todetachment cross section, and a 4% un-

25  - 
certainty in the velocity ratio . Consequently, the abso-

02 ‘ lute scale is considered accurate to ± 12% .

IV. PHOTODISSOCIATION OF 0 ,~ 20 -

The 0~ ions used in this study were produced in pure

- 

4

02 gas at pressures ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 torr, E/N~~~ 1 5

of 10 Td, and drif t  distances of at least 10.2 cm , by
the reaction20’

~~
~ 1.0 - -

0a - 0 +202 0 + O 2 . (3)
C.) 

-

05 - - As has been discussed, ~ it is energetically possible fo r
- - 0 to photodeta~h and to photodissociate via the reac-

0 I I I I I I tion
2.0 2 2  2 4  2.6

PHOTON ENERGY 1eV) 
0 + hv— 0 +0 2 (4)

FIG. 1. Photo detach ment cross section of OT as a fu nct ion of at the photon energies used here.
photon energy . The isolated error  bars are the dye laser data;
the t r iang les are data obtaine d at discrete argon ion laser Line s . Tne results of the total photod estruction measure-

ments of o; are given in Fig. 2 as a function of photon
energy. As discussed in Ref. 4, comparison of the
loss of 0; with the appearance of 0 photofragment ions

I I I .  PHOTODETACHME N T OF O’ indicates that (85%±15%) of the observed photodestruc-
The O ions used for these measurements were pro- tion occurs by the photodissociation process of Eq. (4).

duced in pure 02 gas at a pressure of 0. 1 torr , pri- In addition , the measurements of the photodetachment
man ly by the three-body attachment reaction cros s section of 0; by Wong, Vorburger , and Woo23 in-

dicate that photodetachment contributes less than 10%
+ 02 02 0 + 02 . (2) to the total photodestruction shown in Fig. 2 at photon

The measurements were nsad o using a drift  distance of energies above 2. 1 eV. To avoid the difficulties as-
at least 10. 2 cm and an E/N of 10 Td (1 townsend = io ’~ 

sociated with normalizing the 0 cross section to 0 ,
V ens2 ). Under these conditions only 0 and o; ions when the 0 is not only destroyed by photodetachment
were observed in significant concentrations. Small out also produced in the photodissociation of 0~, the
amounts of 0 and C0 , less than 1 part in ~~ of the O~ 

cross sections were normalized to those of 0; reported
and 0; intensities , could also be observed. in the preceding section . The error bars in Fig. 2

were calculated as for 0 , but include the additional
Earlier measurenients4 on the photodetachment of 0 uncertainty in the 0~ cross section . The uncertainty in

have been extended to cover a much wider wavelength the absolute scale is again ± 12% .
range. The results are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of
photon energy. The photodestruction here is clearly This cross section shows a series of broad peaks and

photodetachment , since the bond ene rgy of o; is greater some subsidiary structures. Several researchers24 27

4 eV. The present results differ slightl y from the ear- have observed an absorption in 0; trapped in different
h e r  ones, between 6400—5650 A but agree within the solid environments in this wavelength range, wit h the

combined uncertainties. The present results show a absorption peaks spaced similarly to the observed broad

smoother cross section with less possibility of the peaks in the photodestruction cross section. Similar

structure that was suggested earlier. The absolute peaks have also been observed in the relative photo -

values are in excellent agreement with the measure- destruction measurements of 0 by Sinnott and Beaty. 2S

ments of Burch , Smith , and Branscomb, ~ who used We have previously discussed briefly4 the possible in-

a fast ion beam and color fi l ters to select photon ener- terpretation of our earlier results on 0 .  These new

g ies wi th a bandwidth of approximately 0. 2 eV; with results will allow a more detailed analysis of this pro-
those of Warneck , 18 who also used a fast ion beam , but cess and of the electronic states of O~. The results of
with a monochromator to obtain a photon energy reso- this investigation will be reported separately.
lotion of 0.07 eV; and with very recent measurements
of Vanderhoff and Beyer , ‘~ who used the discrete lines ~~ PHOTODESTRUCTION OF 04f rom argon and knyoton lasers and a drift  tube mass
spectrometer technique similar to the one used here. The 0; ions used in this study were produced in pure
The photon energy resolution in the present experi- 02 gas at pressures ranging from 0.3 to 0.4 torr , an
ment is about 0.0003 eV. E/N of 10 Td , and drift distances of at least 10.2 cm.

The 0 ions are formed in the reactio n
The error bars give n in Fi g . 1 represent the root-

mean-square sum of the statistical uncertainties in the 0; +0~ + 02 ~ 0; +0~ (5)

measurement of l n( 10,’I)  and the relative power terms in for which the forward and reverse rate constants have
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WAV ELENGT H IA)

6600 6000 5500 6000
IO.0~~ I I

— -.
~~~a07 :

0.04 - I ,

0.02 -

I I I
1 9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

PHOTON ENERGY leVi

FIG. 2 . Photodestruction cross section of 0 as a function of photon energy. The isolated error bars are the dye laser data; the
squares are data obtained at discrete argon ion laser lines.

bee n measured21’22 to be 4— 5. lx  1041 cm8 see’1 and 1.6— similarity between the 0; photodestruction cross sec-
2. 7x 10 14 cm3 sec ’, respectively. Thus, at the gas tion and the Oj photodetachment cross section Is noted;
densities used here (1.0—1. 3x10’8 cm’3), 0 ions are the two are in fact equal within their mutual uncer-
formed cont inuously along the drift path between the tainties at energies above 2 .0 eV. The photodestruc-
source and the laser beam. It should, therefore, not tion mechanism for this ion can be determined by using
be assumed that these ions are in thermal equilibrium substantially higher pressures to increase the relative
with the gas. However , the observed photodestruct ion 0 population or by conducting a beam experiment”4
cross section for 0 was found to be independent of and would probably help greatly In understanding the
variations in drift distance from 5. 1 to 25.4 cm, and of nature of the 01.0; bondIng in this ion. In any case,
variations in pressures from 0.3 to 0.4 torr , indicating photodestruction must result in dissociation, since 04
either that the cross section may be insensitive to the Is not stable.
internal energy of the O or that any internal excitation
produced in the formation of O is rapidly quenched. VI . PHOTODESTRUCT ION OF 02 H 2 O

The 0;’ }I~O ions were formed by the reactlon2
~~Total photodestruct ion cross sections for OZ are given

in Fig. 3 as a function of photon energy. These cross 0 + H 3O + M - Oj~ H20+M , (6)
sections were put on an absolute scale by normalization
to the 0; cross sections of Fig. 1. The large number
of 0 ions always present under the conditions used to WAVELENGTH IA)

form 0; prevents direct normalization to 0 .  Of course, 7000 6000 5000

o; might also photodissociate , yielding 0;, since the
heat of fo rmation of O; is only 0.6 eV. 29 However , the 3.0 - 

~~ + ~~effect of this process on the normalization would be ‘1

neg lig ible since the concentration of source-produced
0; in the photon interaction regson is two orders of 20 - A 4
magnitude greater than that of (‘ . The error bars in Z T 

+Fig. 3 again represent the statistical uncertainties , . 1’ 1’
p lus the relative uncertainty of the 0~ cross section ~~~~ II~H 1 ~lft~l il
used fo r nonmaliz at i~ n . The uncertainty in the absolute ~ 1.0

scale is a 15%, m c I  ing the uncertainty in the absolute 
~y ~II~

0; cross sections and in the velocity ratio.

Ene rgeticall y, 0 may photodissociat e and photo- 0 I 1 C I 1 1
1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8detach. Efforts to observe the production of photo- PHOTON E N E R G Y  leVI

fragment ions were unsuccessful because of the large FIG . 3. Pho~~dest~~ctlon cross section of 0 as a function of
nu mber of 0’, 0;, and 0; ions in the photon interaction photon energy. The isolated error bars are the dye laser data;
reg ion , compared with 0 , and be cause of the similar the triang les are data obtained at discrete argon Ion laser
drift  velocities30 of the O~, O , and 0; ions. The strong Lines.
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PHOTON ENERGY leV I VIII. PHOTODISSOCIATION OF CO 3 H2 0
1 8  1 9 2.0 2 1  2.2 2.3 2 4  The C 0.  H20 ions were formed using two differentI I I 1 1 1 1 1 1  I I I

gas mixtures. A mixture of CO2 and H,0 at 0.05 torr ,
- w ith a fl~O concentration of Less than 1% (by volu me),0.6 -

- greater , produced the tons 0-, COj, CO~ H~O, OH’,
HC~~, and 11C0 ’ 11,0. Higher hydrates of CO and

03 H 20 + h~, at an E/N of 10 Td and a drift distance of 5.1 cm or

9
0.4 - , - HCO could be observed only at significantly higher 11,0

- - was also used in this work. The concnntzation of CO,
2 

~
1
~

’ concentrations (> 1~~ ). A m~~ ure of O2, C~~, and 1~0

was maintained at approximately 5%, whIle that of H,O12
0.2 I - was less than 1%. At an E/N of 5 or 10 Td, a drift dis-

tance of 20.3 cm, and a total pressure of 0.1 or 0.15
- - torr , 0 and traces of 0~. H,0 were formed In addition

to those ions observed in the CO,—H,0 mixture.
i I I L I I  I i I

7000 6500 6000 5500 5000 The CO . 1120 is formed in the three-body reaction”
WAVELENGTH IA)

CO ;+H 20 + M — C 0 . 1120+M . (8)
FIG. 4. Photodestruction cross section of ~~~~

. H 20 as a func-
Observations of the arrival time spectra of the ionstio n of photon wavelength .
when the source was pulsed and of the photodestruction
behavior of each of the Ions revealed no evidence of
-ion—molecule reactions or of photon interactions cou-

in a 98: 2 mixture of 0~ and H20 at a total pressure of pling the ions based on 0 (C0 and Its hydrates) and
0. 1 torr , an E/N of 10 Td, and drift distances of at those based on OW (HC0~ and Its hydrates). In the
least 10.2 cm. The results are presented in Fig. 4 as CO,—H,O mixture, the total photodestruction cross see-
a function of wavelength. The uncertainties were deter- tion for C0 •  H20 could be measured relative to the CO
mined as for 0~, and the uncertainty in the absolute cross section with negligible Interference’ from other
scale is again ± 15%. Also, as in the 0 case, it is not photodestruction processes when proper account wasasserted that the 0~. H20 ions were in thermal equiib- taken of photofragment C0 Ions. In the O,—CO,—H,Orium with the gas when they passed through the laser mixtures, the C0 .  H,0 cross section could be sea-beam; nor was the photodestruction channel deter-
mined. Again, both photodetachment and photodissocia-
tion are energetically possible, and photodetachment 

W AVELENGTH IA )will yield dissociation into 0,, 11,0, and an electron. 
6000 5000

VII .  PHOTODISSOCIAT ION OF CO 3 
. 

9 
- 

00; I1~O • he
8 -CO2 gas, and in mixtures of 02 and C02, at a pressure

The CO2 ions used in this study were formed in pure 

~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~
1i

of 0. 050 torr , an E/N of 10 Td , and a drift distance 
I 

‘ ‘

of at least 10.2 cm. The formatio; equilibration , and 7 , . 
,

, 

I t , 1
photodestruction processes have been ext ensively dis— ,~-

cussed~~ and will not be repeated here. It is con- -

elud ed that the results, presented in Fig. 5, are for
othe photodlssociation of CO;, which Is in thermal equl- -
zlibrium at room temperature, by the process
LICO;+hv—0~+CO2 . (7) 4 -
Id,

Co; + he

12The absolute scale was determined by normalization to o
~ ~~Iboth O and 0~ and has an uncertainty of ± 15% . 0

We have noted3 that the structure in this cross see- 2 - I ~ ~~ 1 

~ 

! I

I I
tion reflects the vibrational levels of a bound, pre-
dissociating state of C0~. We hav e recent ly made a
detailed analysis3’ of the C0 spectrum , and summarize
the results here for completeness. The bond energy 

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
____________________ ______D(C0,— O )  is (1.8 ± 0. 1) eV, and the elect ron affini ty 1 8 2 0  2 2  2 4  

‘ 

8E. A. (C03) is (2 .9± 0. 3) eV. Assuming the ground PHOTON E N E R G Y  leVI
state of CO; is 2B2, the excited state responsible for FIG. 5. Total photodestru ot ion cross sections of C0 (lower)the observed structure is ‘A,. The three bending modes and C0 ’  H 20 (upper ) as a function of photon energy . The ope n
of this state hav e freqt~encies of 990 , 1470 , and 880 triangles and open circles are dat a obtained at discrete argon
cm~ , and the ground level of this state is 1.520 eV ion laser lines for CO and C0 ’  H 20, respectively ; the isolated
above the ground level of the ground state, error bars are the dye laser data.
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sured relative to that of 0 with no measurable inter- 1. 8—2 . 35 cV , only three modes of C0 , identified as
ference of photofragment ions, bend ing modes, are found to predissociate, but it is

likely that absorption also occurs into both the sym-
The results of the C 0 .  11,0 photodestruCtion n~ea- metric anti antisymmetrlc stretch modes of the excited

surements are given in Fig. 5. The error bars includ e electronic state, if the weak C0 —H,O bond ( 0. 5 eV)~the statistical uncertainties in ln (10/ %) , in the relative is primarily electrostatic , the presence of the 11,0
power measurement , and in the C0 and 02 cross see- should only slightly perturb the electronic states of the
tions used for normalization . The uncertainty in the
absolute scale is ± 20%, reflecting the absolute uncer- isolated C0 ion. Thus, photoabsorption by the hydrate

tainties in the C0 and 0 cross sections and in the should take place over essentially the same range of

ratios of the relative velocities of these ions to that of 
photon energies as for CO . But when the cluster ab—

co;. 1120. sorbs, in addition to radiation back to the ground state
or dissociation into 0 or Cr’ 11,0, it has a lower ener-

Since the electron affinity of CO3 is (2 . 9±0. 3) eV and gy .channel fo r disposing the energy acquired in the
the electron attachment energy of CO ‘H ,O will exceed phct~absorptlon—eiectiOn of the H,O,
that of C0 by approximately the C 0 .  1120 bond energy
(— 0. 5 eV) , the observed photodestruction of C0 .  11,0 It is seen in Fig. 5 that the similarity in the energy

must be photodissociation. dependences of the mean destruction cross section for
the co and C0 ’  1-1,0 ions at photon energies above ap-

Dissociation into C0 +H,0 and 0” H20+C0, should proximately 1.9 eV support s this model, as does the
be energetically permitted over the entire wavelength fact that C0 .  11,0 continues to dissociate at energies
range used here. In addition, the threshold for disso- below the photodissociatlon threshold of the C0 . It is
elation into Cr + CQ, + 1120 would be expected at 5500 A therefore expected that the threshold for the hydrate
or shorter wavelengths, given the bond energies in- photodissociation will occur in the region of the pre-
volved , dicted origin of the 1’A 1 state of CO at 1. 52 eV. The

We have searched for the production of these photo- actual threshold will depend on the relative interactions
f ragment ions at wavelengths between 5145—6400 A. In of the 1120 with the ground and excited C0 states. It

this reg ion only co photofragments were observed , is not now understood how the photoexcited levels in the
and in amounts that accounted for 90% ± 10% of the total region of 1. 8 eV, which are only about 0. 3 eV above the
C0 .  1-1,0 photodestruction. No evidence was observed ground level of the l ’A , state of C0 , are effective in

for the production of C~ or 0 .  1-120 photofragments by supply ing the 0. 5 eV required to dissociate the H,0

the hydrate. However , it is known~ that the 0~. 1120 cluster. Certainly there is sufficient electronic energy,

ion reacts rapidly ( k>  lx  10 ” cm’/sec) in oxygen gas, and it may be that radiationless transitions to vibra-
and it is likely that a similar reaction will take place tional ly excited levels of the ground electronic state
in CO2 at about the same or even faster rate. For the occur , which are then partly internally relaxed by di s-
drift tube conditions used here , more than hal f (and sociation into C0 +H,0.
possibly all) of any photofragment 0’~ 1120 would con- The fact that the photodissociation cross section for
sequently be destroy ed by reaction prior to their detec-
tion. It Is similarly difficult to assess the possible pro- CO;’ H,O is substantially greater than that for C0 can

duction of photofragment Cr from C0 ’  1120, For the be exj lained if it is easier for the excited complex to

drift tube conditions used here, the maximum number localize 0. 5 eV for ejection of the 1-1,0 than for C0 to

of photofragment Cr Ions that could possibly be pro- localize 1. 8 eV for the ejection of Cr. Thu s the pre-

duced fro m the hydrate (I. e., 5 20% of the total dissociation channel can compete more effectively with

co;. 1-1,0 photodestruction) would be two orders of mag- the radiation (fluorescence) channel in the hydrate than
In the parent.nitude smaller than the number of photofragment Cr

ions that are simultaneously produced from CO . More- The fact that the C O ’  11,0 destruction cross section
over, the nearly identical mobilities of C0 and does not exhibit the same detailed structure as C0
C0. 11,0 do not permit resolution of their respective may result fro m additional vibrational modes that are
photofragments using time-of-flight techniques. We excited by absorption but which do not contribute to dis-
therefore conclude that althoug h photodissociation of sociation in C0 itself . It may also be expected that
co;. 11,0 to form either 0 or 0” 11,0 photofragments the C0 absorption frequencies in the hydrate are slight-
can not be entirely ruled out , the predominant photodis- ly dependent on the orient ation of the water molecule
soclation channel at visible wavelengths yields co and that the vibrational excitation present In the
+ H,O. co. H,0 bound at 300 ° K thus causes absorption spectrum

We have previously’ discussed several possible in- of the hydrated C0 to be smoothed out compared with

terpretatlon s of the C0 ’  11,0 photodestructlon at the that of C0.

argon laser lines . The cross section obtained using The presence of the water molecule (and Its asso-
the dye laser and our Interpretation of the co results” elated electric dipole field) may also increase the CO
now allow a better understanding of the C 0 ’  1120 photo- absorption cross section, thu s accounting for the three
dissociation . We have concluded that co absorbs at times larger destruction cross section In the hydrate.
photon energies between 1, 52—2 . 35 eV into a state that Since it is unlikely that changes In the Franck—Condon
is predissoclative above 1. 8 eV. Above 2. 35 eV, C0 factors alone could lead to such an Increase, this ef-
continues to absorb, although less strongly, probably feet would require a change in the oscillator strengths
into one or more other predissoclating states. Between of the transitions. In view of the close similarity of
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I’AB LE It ~~~~~~~ phoiu~iestruct ton cross tions reported here were obtained at a sufficiently low
sectio n of C0 . ion density that the modulation effect was undetectable,

This precaution was not taken when the cross sectionsWavelength C ross Seetton
(A) ( I (Y2 ° c m )  were measured at the argon ion laser wavelengths.

Consequently, those values’ should be considered only
6900 <3 .0 as upper limits to the HCO; total photodestruction cross6500 < 1 , 6 section, until the cross section at the argon Ion laser6400 <2 .0
6200 < 2 .0 wavelengths can be Investigated as a function of total
6000 < 2 . 1 Ion density.
5800 <2 .8
5500 <2 . 0 X. PHOTODESTRUCTION OF CO4
5200 2 . 5t 2 .3
5145 3. 7 2 . 0 The C0 studied here was formed~ in a 95: 5 mIxture

of 0, and CO, at a pressure of 0. 1 torr, an E/ N of 5 Td,
and a drift distance of 30. 5 cm. This ion has an elec-
tron affinity” of 1.22 eV and a CO,—O~ bond energy” of

the envelopes of the two cross sections, indicat ing that 0. 8 eV. It therefore is energetically possible for it to
the absorbing levels of the hydrate are essentially those both photodissociate and photodetach at these photon en-
of the isolat ed C0 , this explanation is not very con— ergies . The total photodestruction cross section of CO;

was measured at wavelengths between 6900—5145 A,• vincing.
using the tu nable dye laser , and at 5145 A , using the

Whil e this discussion Is clearly not definitive, the argon ion laser .
present results do allow a narrowing of the alternatives
proposed earlier2 and suggest additional experiments The results, summarized in Table II, show that the

cross section is less than 3X j Q4O cm’ at wavelengthsthat should assist in our understanding of C0 .  11,0 and between 6900—5500 A . However , small but nonzeroIts photodestruction characteristics.
cross sections are measured at 5200 and 5145 A . Be-
cause of the small size of these cross sections and theIX. PHOTODESTRUCTION OF HCO J AND HCO 3 H 2 0 low abundance of C0 produced In the drif t tube, possi-

As mentioned in the preceding section, addition of ble photofragments of CO; could not be observed . Thus
1-1,0 to CO, in the drift tube results in the production of It is not known whether the photodestruction of this ion
OW , HCO , and hydrates of HCO . Mtertsatively, the is due to photodetachment or to photodissociation.
HCC~ ion can be produced3’ in the absence of hydrates
by using a 98: 2 mixture of CO, and CH4, We have in- XI . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
vestigated the total photodestruction cross section of
HCO by each method of formation , using the tunable Photon interactions with nine molecular negative ions
dye laser at wavelengths between 6500—5 145 A. We have been studied over the wavelength range from 6950

to 4579 A . For three of these Ions, o , co;, and C0;.H,O,found that the cross section for this ion is less than
3 x l~~’° cn’~ over this wavelength range, and possibly photodissociatlon into an ionic photofragment was

observed , and evidence was obtained for the existencezero.
of bound, predissociative states in these species . For

Results for HCO . H,0 were similar to those for three ions, 0 , 0~ .11,0, and C0 , photodestruction was
HCO . The total photodestruction cross section was observed , which probably results in dissociation, but
observed to be less than 7x 10” cm’ at 5145 A, and it was not determined whether photofragment ions were
statistically consistent with zero over the range from produced or neutral products and an electron. One ion,
6500—4579 A. 0 , which can only photodetach at these wavelengths,

We have previously reported’ small but nonzero yielded absolute values in agreement with earlier work .
Two ions , HC0; and HCO; ‘H,O, apparently neitherphotodestruction cross sections for HCO at four argon

ion wavelengths. However, in the course of our further photodetach or photodissoclate over this wavelength
range .work using the drift tube, we found that the photon beam

produced a small modulation (<0 , 1%) of the detected The Initial motiva t ion for these studies was the im-
current of a nonabsorbing ion species when it was in the portance of these Ions in the ionosphere . However, It
presence of relatively high densities of other species is apparent that these measurements provide valuable
that hav e large photodestruction cross sections. We Information for studies of ionic structure and potential
believe that this modulation results from the large surfaces. Such a study has been done’6 fo r C0 , and
changes in ion density that occur in the photon interac- one is under way for o;. Application of Ion photofrag-
tion region when significant fractions of the absorbing ment energy spectroscopy” 14 to ions such as CO; and
ions in this reg ion are photodetached. This effect can o should further extend our knowledge of their structure
he identified by monitoring the apparent photodestruction and dissociation mechanisms .
cross section as a function of total ion density. The
modulation is fou nd to occur for HCO at the dye laser
wavelengths because of the high relative densities of ‘This research was supported by the U. S. Army Ballistics
0’ and OW ions present In both the C0,—}1,0 and CO,— Research Laboratories through the U. S. Army Research
CR 4 mixtures. The total photod estruction cross see- Office .
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APPENDIX B

Photodetachment and de-exc itation of excited NO2 *

B. A. Huber,t P. C. Cosby, J. R. Peterson, and J. 1. Moseley
Molecula r Physics Center , Stanf ord Research inst itute . Menlo Park. Colifo rn ig 94025
(Received 20 January 1977)

The photodetachment of excited NO 2 formed by cha rge exchange of 0 and 
~~2 with N O2 has been

st udied at photon energies of 1.97 to 2.34 eV . below the electron affinity of NO2 (2.36±0. 10 eV). These
data indicate that the subthre shold photodetach ment takes place from excited vib rational levels of the
NO~ ground electronic state , which are populated by the ion—molecule reactions producing thi s species.
De.csc,tation of the excited N O2 is observed in collisions with 0~ and CO2 molecules with apparent rates
in the range of l0~ ° cm 3/sec and with NO 2 molecules at a rate of nearly lO-~ cm 3/sec. The absolute
phot odetachment cross section of nascent NO~ is determined at three photon energies. No evidence is
found for a str uctura l (peroxy) isomer of this ion.

I . INTRODUCTION • that the excited form of N0 observed here (and quite

The N0 ion plays an important role as an interme- possibly in previous experiments) is the normal C,,
diate in the chemistry of the D-region of the ionosp here,1 produced in excited vibrational levels rathe r than an
where it is formed primarily by the reaction isomeric form . The measured deexcitation rates and

photodetachment cross sections will assist in assessing
Co;÷ NO CO, +N0 . (1) the impor tance of this excited N0 in the ionosphere and

Knowledge of the photodetachment and pho todissociation othe r ionized gases.
cross sections of N0 is important 1 in assessing the loss
mechanisms of N0 in the ae ronomic ion scheme. The II .  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
electron affinity of nitrogen dioxide has been deter- The experiments were performed using a drift tube
mined by different techniques’4 ; recent photode tach- mass spectrometer and a tunable dye laser pumped by
ment measurements5 of N0 have yielded a value of 2 . 36 an argon ion laser; the apparatus has been previously
± 0. 10 eV, in agreement with the older data. Because described’°’tt  in some detail. The N0 ions, for med in
of the large dissociation energy of N0 (4. 1 eV), ’ the an electron impact ion source, drift under the influence
photodestruction of the ground state N0 in the iono of a weak electric field toward the extraction aperture.
sphere will occur prir~.acily by photode tachment. The ratio of the electric field E and the neutral density

However , laboratory studies’T of the equilibrium of N was 10 Td, (1 Td = i0’~’~ V cm2 ), assuring that the
reaction (1) have indicated tha t the NO~ products are drift velocity of the N0 ions was much smaller than the

• formed in excited states and appear to retain a large mean thermal speed of the ions at room temperature .
part of their internal energy throug h at least several Before exiting the drift region, the ions intersect the
hundred collisions in 0, to undergo the reverse reaction, chopped laser beam. After passing throug h the extrac-
which is endothermic for ground state species. This tion aperture, they are mass selected by a quadrupole
observation was supported by photodetac hment studies ,S~B mass spectrometer and detected by a channeltron alec-
in which two thresholds were found , leading to the ~~g tron multiplier. The photodestruction cross section
gestion that NO; may have two structural isomers: the for N0 was determined by counting the ions of this
normal C,,(ONO1, and a higher energy peroxy (Noo~) mass for alternate periods with the laser on and off ,
form . In addition , no interconversion of the two species and is put on an absolute scale by normalization to the
was observed. photodetachment cross section of 0 . ” As will be dis-

cussed, the N0 ions were formed in a number of dif-
Further support for the existence of two isomers of ferent gas mixtures at a total pressure of 0. 1 torr. The

NO; was given by an ab initio SCF calculation,9 which majority of the measurements were performed in oxy-
predicted a stable peroxy form. This calculation also gen containing various small amounts of NO,, but studies
found a higher energy triangular form which was 4. ~ were also done in oxygen containing N,, CO,, and NO.
eV above the normal form and 1.2 eV above the isomeric When NO was used, a small but unknown amount of NO,
N0. Since isomerization of the normal and peroxy was present despite additional purification.
forms would presumably occur throug h the triangular
intermediate, the large calculated energy barrier was III .  RESULTS
consistent with the experimental observation5” of the
stability of the excited N 0 .  In the following we will discuss primarily the results

for the NO,—O, mixture, since for the other gas mix -
Since the highe r energy species could play a major tures neither the formation scheme for the NOj Ionsrole in the photodestruction of N0 in the Ionosphere, nor the gas composition is accurate ly known. The prin-it is of interest to determine more precisely the prop-

erties of this excited state. We have therefore studied cipal features of the N0 pho todetachment cross section

photodetachment and deexcitation of excited N0 at pho- observed in each of the se mixtures are qualitatively
the same, however.ton ene rgies between 1.97 and 2. 34 eV. Photodetach-

ment of ground state N0 should begin above 2. 36 eV, When a small amount of NO, (< 1%) Is added to the
but mig ht begin as low as 2.26 eV. The results suggest drift tube containing 0, at a pressure of 0.1 torr and a
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FIG. 3. Apparent photodeta chment cross section of NO~ as a
DRIFT DISTANCE (cm) function of the relative NO2 pressure at 6300 A. The smooth

FIG. 1. Apparent photodet achment cross section of NO as a cu rve is calculated using the deexcltat iort rates give n in Table
fu nction of the drift distance at a photon energy of 1.95 eV
(6300 A). The solid curves are calculated from the two level
model for different NO2 concentrations in 02, corresponding to
the experimental values.

E / N of  10 Td, N0 is formed by the rapid charge trans-
fer reactions:

10 18
= I 0 +NO, —‘ NO + o , (2a)

5400 A
- 

- ..
~~~~~~ 

- 0 +NO, -~~~ NO;+o,, (2b)
- with reported”14 rate constants k,=~/s, =1. 2x 1(r9 cm’/

0.005 sec. The apparent photodetachment cross section o of
this NO; is found to vary markedly with drift distance

~ ~
o-~ 

0.011 and total gas pressure as well as with the relative NO,
C.

~ ~~~~~~~~ — concentration. Figures 1 and 2 show the strong decrease
E
‘ii

2 : : of ~ with increasing drift distance for various NO, con-
0 - centrations in O~ at two photon energies. This cross
Ui - -
in - - section also decreases as the total pressure is in-

- creased, with the other parameters fixed, indicatingU) -
0 0.06 the important role of the number of collisions the NO;
0 - - ions undergo before the interaction with the laser beam.
I-
2 The decrease of the apparent photodetachment cross
Ui 715-20 —

- 
- section is faster at longer photon wavelengths. Figure

- = 3 shows the var iation of e with the NO, concentration.a. - -
- - At a fixed drift distance of 4. 3 cm the apparent cross
- 0.45 0.28 0 .12 - section drops rapidly from 1.4x10’~’° cm’ to below 4
- PERCENT OF - x104’ cm’ as the relative NO, concentrationlsincreased
- NO 2 - from 0. 013% to 0.32%. At higher concent rations of NO,

or at longer drift distances, the value of the apparent
10-21 I I I I photode tachment cross section is found to approach zero.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 SimIlar dependences on both of the parameters have been
DRIFT DISTANCE (cm) measured at 5400 A . Thus, the apparent photodetach-

FIG. 2. Appa rent photodetachment cross sections of NOj for ment threshold of N0 can be varied over a range of at
various NO2 concentratio ns as a function of drift dl~tance at a least 0. 3 eV by a suitable choice of drift tube conditions.
photon energy of 2. 25 eV (5400 A) . The solId curves are cal- Measurements in the other two gas mixtures showed the
culated from the two lev el model, same qualitative features.
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In an attempt to characterize these observations quart- where
titative ly, we have developed a simple model of the re- 

=action kinetics in which the NO~ is treated as a two-lev- a0 photodetachment cross section for the exctte d
N~;el system having one excited level which photodetaches

and a ground level which does not. Thi s model seems q,~ photon flux ;
logical as a firs t approximation , and should be reliable

= interaction time (drift time through laser beam);if the excited state is electronically or structurally dif-
ferent from the ground state . Howeve r , it is certain- K=geometric fac tor describing the overlap of the
ly oversimplified if the excitation is vibrational. It laser and the observed portion of the ion swarm;
is Im portant to note that the measured photodetach- and
ment cross section of NO; as a function of NO, concen- f  = the fraction of N0 * and N0 ions observed bytration and drift distance is used simply to monitor the 

the detection system.number of remaining excited NO; ions at the exit to the
drif t tube . From (3), (4) , and (8) we obtain the following expres-

sion for the ratio of the N0 counting rates for the la-Due to exothermicity of reactions (2) and the diffe r-
ser on and off:ant bond angles of NO, and N0 , we assume tha t all of

the NO; ions are formed in the excited level . The effect I 
- .f  (NO )d — ~ (NO; *~

of cases where the N0 is only partially excited , and - f.(No;)4 ~~ e o ~~ / k )

where the excitation involves a number of levels will
be discussed below . The N0 ions formed along the 

(~~~~~

“

~ ~~

-

~~~~~~

- ~~~~~~~~~ — e-’~) + (O;) 0 .~.2~~~(e -’~r~ — e”~~) )drift length are assumed to be partially deexcited by
collisions with the neutral gas before they interact with
the laser beam. Taking the position of formation of [(O )~(1 — e ~~’

5) + (O;)~(l _ e’~ 2d
) J j  . (9 )

NO; and its deexcitation by NO, and 0, explicitly into
account , we are able to account satisfactorily for the Note that since the density profiles of N0 and NOj *
observed variations of the apparent cross section with are the same and no mass disc rimination between the
drift distance and gas composition, two ions is like ly to occur , the factor fin  Eq. (9) is

equal to tha t in Eq. (8).The total number of N0 ions and the number of ex-
cited NO~’ passi ng a plane at a drift distance d per sec- Using the following expression’0 for the apparent
ond are given by photodetachment cross section

(N0 )4 = (O )~(1 — e~~i5 ) + (O)~(1 — e~~25 ) (3) ic 
~~~~~ (10)a=— In

and
we obtain

(NO;*)5 = (O1~ ~~~L_ . (e~~,d 
— e ”) 

— -
~~
- ln F~ — (~oi ~ -~~~~(e ’~~~ — ed’)

~ 1- 1 v
+ (O;)~. ~~

-

~~~~~~

-- (e~~t’ — e’~M) , (4)

where + (o; ) 0~2~~ (e-~” — ed ’)) (1 — e~~” / k)

a, = (NO,~. k~/ v0(01, (5)
- e~~i’) + (O)~ (1 - e )}.4]. (11)(6)

and For the limiting cases d = 0 or = 0 (~3 = 0) thi s expres-
= N~

. kDZ / VD (NO;) . (7) sion reduces to a = at,, as expected , assuming all the
ions are initially formed in the excited state. Other-The following definitions are used: fNO,J is the density wise, a is only a lower limit for a0 at d=0. However ,of NO, gas; N~ is the total gas density; (O1~ and (O;)~ o~ also represents the photodetachment cross sectionare the numbers of O and (~~ ions passing zero drift for NO; in whatever initial distributio n of states it isdistance per second; k0~ ‘it he total deexcitation rate ; formed , whether or not the two level model is valid.and v9(X1 is the ion drift velocity of X We note tha t

the relative density profiles of all the Ions in the swarm All of the quantities in Eq . (11) are known or mea-
are the same at any given drift distance , since the ratio sured except k55 (in ~) and a0. These quantities were
of the spread of an ion cloud to the drift distance is in- varied In Eq. (11) to fit the experimental data. The re-
dependent of the diffusion coefficient and mobility at tow suiting fits are shown as the solid lines in Figs. 1 and
E / N , ’t Thus , diffusion need not be considere d in this 2, where a0 is the d= 0  inte rcept . The values of kbgana lysis, are shown in FIg. 4 as a function of the NO, concentra-

tion. Clearly, NO; * is deexcited at substantially dif-
The decrease of the observed NO; signal due to the ferent rates by 0, and NO,. Assuming two differentinteraction with the laser is given by deexcitation rates k05( O,) and køa(NOs) for collisions

with 0, and NO,, the fo llowing relation should be ful-A(N0; *)= f.(No;*)5 .(1 _ e ” 0 ~~’f / k ) (8) filled:
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I I I rates are low by 25%; the lower limit where both rates
are high by 25%. The uncertainty In the NO, partial

E 6 —  -
U pressure of ± 30% leads to a ±25% uncertainty in the de-

C. excitation rates. Thus, in the worst case the reported
- 

X 6300 A ~[>_
“
~~

‘ - rates could be in error by 50%; the most probable range
of uncertainty is ± 30%.

Ui - 

- amount of data obtained and the reasonable extrapolation
The uncertainty in a0 is smaller, due to the large

procedure used. We assign an absolute uncertainty of
2 - = 5400 A - 

± 20%, which inc ludes the uncertainty induced by the
normalization to o; to obtai n absolute cross section
values.

I I I I
~ 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 V. IDENTITY OF THE N0 EXCITED STATES

PERCEN T OF NO 2 It remains to identify the excited States of NO whose
FIG . 4 . Variation of the total deexcitation rate with NO, con- photodetachment is observed. Three possibilities havecentratio n for two different photon energies. been previously suggested’: the metastable N0 ,(’B,)

state , the postulated peroxy (NOO”) isomer, and excited
vibrational levels of the ground NO (X ’A,) state.

kDa ~ Nr = koE (0 ,) [0,] + k05(NO,) . [NO 2]. (12) The lowest triplet state of NO (’B,) has been calcu-
For the small amounts of NO, used here we have lated to lie 1.7 ” and 2. 35 ” eV above the ground X ’A,

state. The charge exchange reaction (2a) with O to
kDz 2 k~3(O,) + k~5(NO,) [NO ,] / Nr . (13) form N0 , which is only 1 eV exothermic, would not be

expected to produce NO( ’B,). From reaction (2b) with
The values for the different deexcitation rates calcu- 0~, which is 1.9 eV exothermic, formation of N0 in
lated from (13) are given in Table I. the ‘B, state might be energetically possible. How-

These rates , of course , are only approximations to ever , when the ratio [01/10J, produced in the source
the actual deexcitation rate of a single excited level in was varied from 0.47 to 1. 12 at 6300 A , no significant
NO; . Our use of a two-level model does not imply that change was observed in the apparent photodetachnient
we believe only two levels of these ions are involved in cross section, indicating that the excited N0 species
this process , but it is the simplest model which could is formed with comparable efficiencies from both 0
represent the experimental data at a single wavelength, and o .  Fur ther , it seems unlikely tha t such an excited
In fact , the increase of the deexcitation rates and the state would survive several hundred collisions with 02 ,
decrease of a, with increasing wavelength shows that as does the observed excited species.
the N0 is not a two level system, which would result The postulated isomer of N0 would certainty ex-
in a constant rate and a0. hibit a lower energy photodetachnient threshold, and

would probably undergo rapid charge exchange with
IV. DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINT IES NO,, resulting in the observed rapid deexcitation by

The uncertainties in the measured photodetachment NO,. However, it is difficult to explain the deexcita-
cross sections, such as those shown in Figs. 1—3 , arise tion of thi s isomer by thermal energy collisions with
primarily from the statistical uncertainty in ln(10/ f l  in 0,, even if the expected energy barrier is substantial-
Eq. (10). This uncertainty has been extensively dis- ly less than 1. 2 eV. It is also difficult to explain the
cussed in earlier publications.’0” formation of this isomer. Under our experimental

conditions, the observed N0 must be formed primarily
The uncertainties in the deexcitation rates arise pri- from O and o; at near thermal energies. Reactions

man ly from the uncertainty in the relative amounts of (2a) and (2b) are not sufficiently exothermic to produce
(01, and (O)~, their respective rates for the formation
of N0 , k, and k,, and the partial pressure of NO,. The
deexcitation cross sections were determined using the
relative concentrations of O and 0 calculated from TABLE I. Deexcitati on rates and photodet achment cross sec-

tion for NO~5 .their measured count rate s at short drift distance. For ____________________________________________________
all the reported experiments their concentration were A(A) 5400 5500 6300
nearly equal. The erro r bars in Fig. 4 represent the
maximum uncertainty possible from this effect if the a0 (cm’) 7 .5x l t Y ” 6. 7x 10~” 4. 8x 10~ ’

N0 ions are formed entirely from 0 (uppe r limit) or 8. 5 x 10’~~ 1.4 x icr ’2
from Oj (lower limit). In fact , the uncertainty from see
this effect is probably negligible . The uncertainty in (cm’
the k0~ due to the uncertainties in k, and h, can be k 05(NO,)~—) 5. 9>< 1O’~ 9.7 ~
similarly assessed. Assuming both rates may be in 

i0” ht _10~ 2error by ± 25%, the same error bars in Fig. 4 are ob- k0~(CO,)
\sec ,

tam ed . The uppe r limit is for the case where both _________________________________________________ - 
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E/N (T d ) essentially relaxed ions and “zero” photode tachment
10 100 200 300 400 cross section at the end of this 20 cm (see Figs. 1 and0.4 - - ~~~~~~ 2). In the following 20 cm just preceding the laser in-

teraction region, E/N was varied up to 400 Td , yieldii~
an apparent photodetachment cross section at 5400 A

- shown in Fig. 5. Increasing E/Nincreases the mean
- collision energy of the Ions, and therefore will result in

0.3 increased vibratior~ü excitation. The mean kinetic en-
~~
- rE ~

- 

~~ I - ergy as calculated from the Wannier relation” is also
U L. - shown in Fig. 5. The increase of the photodetachment

cross section with increasing E / N  is consistent with
- I - 

collisional excitation of vibrational levels. We would- 

not expect to produce isomenic NO; nor to populate the0.2 - II I 
‘B, state at these low collision energies.

0 We observe a de-excitation rate for N02 by 0, of- 

about 10 ” cm’/sec , and a slightly larger rate by CO,.
Observed rates for the vibrational de-excitation of neu-O . i -

tral tniatomics in various gases”” range from lO ” to
0.1 - - 

icr’4 cm’/sec. NO, would be expected to have a sub-
- = 5400A stantially larger deexcitation rate for N0 due to reso-
- - nant charge transfer and more efficient transfe r of vi-
- - brational energy between the ion and its parent mole-

cule.
0 I I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 Finally, formation of NO; by the charge exchange re-
actions (2a) and (2b) would be expected to result in sub-MEAN KINETIC ENERGY 1ev )
stantial vibrational excitation due to the significantly dif-

FIG . 5. Apparent photodetachment cross section of NOj as a ferent bond angle and length in the neutral and the ion,’ and
function of the ion mean kinetic energy , the exothermicity of the cha rge exchange reactions (ap-

proximately 1 and 1.9 eV, respectively). Neither of
these reactions, however, is sufficiently exothermicthe isomenic form , and we do not observe other re- to efficiently populate the ‘B, state (1. 7— 2.35 eV), noractions forming the N 0.  The photode tachment of a to reach the peroxy isomer’ (3.2 eV).mixture of isomeric and normal NO would also prob-

ably follow our two level mode l and the deexcitation All of our observations are therefore consistent with
rates would be independent of wavelength, contrary to the formation, deexcitation, and photodetachment of vi-
observation. brationally excited X ~A, N0 , and some of our obser-

vations are difficult to explain if the excited state isConsider now what would be expected in the photode- 
assumed to be either the ‘.8, or the peroxy isomer,tachment of highly excited vibrational levels of the

ground X ‘A, state. Clearly this would not be a two
level system, and the higher vibrational levels should be VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESEARCH
depopulated faster than lower ones, since the higher Adams, Bohme, Dunkin, Fehsenfeld, and Ferguson’levels could populate lower ones upon relaxation. Thus studied reaction (1) in a flowing afte rglow, and deter-
the apparent deexcitation rate should increase with in- mined an equilibrium constant of 11. The forward rate
creasing wavelength, since longer wavelengths would constant had previously been measured” to be 9x i0~ 2
sample only higher vibrational levels. This behavior cm’/sec. Since the reaction is strongly exothermic inis consistent with the experimental observation (see the forward direction , Adams et al. concluded that the
Table 0. Furthermore, the apparent “zero-collision” NO~ formed in reaction (1) must be excited and mustcross section a0 would be expected to decrease with maintain a significant part of thi s excitation through
increasing wavelength, qualitatively because fewer vi- —300 collisions with the background 0, gas in orde r to
brational levels can be detached at longer wavelengths, yield the equilibrium constant of 11. They considere d
This has been shown quantitatively by calculations’ that vibrational excitation as the most likely form of excita-
include the appropriate vibrational overlap integrals. tion, but suggested the possibility of both electronic ex-
Again, the expected behavior is consistent with our ob- citation and an isorneric state.
servations (see Table I).

Using the equilibrium constant of 11, the reverse re-
A corollary to the decrease of a, with wavelength is action rate is 8x io~’ cm’/sec , approximately equal to

tha t the apparent photodetachment cross section a would our measured deexcitation rate for NO in 0~. Thus,
be expected to increase with increasing vibrational ex- the reported reaction rate and equilibri um constant are
cita tion. This effect was investigated by using a drift consistent with our measured de-excltation rate, We
field with two regions of different E / N .  The ions leav- also briefly studied the deexcita tion of N0 formed in
ing the source first drift for 20 cm at E / N of  10 Td In CO, with a trace of NO, presumably by reaction (1). The
02 with 0, 3% NO,. This low E/Ndr lft region guarantees observed deexcitation rate by CO, was somewhat larger

I ok...... 01. ... U.. I CC l~~~ IA It •I._ •fl•fl
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tha n that by 0,, bu t the prese nce of small but unk nown pec tat ,on tha t the N0 is formed vibratio nal ly excited.

quantities of NO, could have contributed significantly to Using our measured deexc i tation rates, it is reasonable
this deexcitation , and to the formation of some N0 by to attribute earlier observations” of excited N0 to vi-
reactions (2). The deexcitation ~f N0 by CO, might be brational excitation. Photoelectron spectro scopy’4 of
expected to he somewhat faster than by 0, due to the the excited N0 might resolve thi s issue.
additional degrees of freedom and larger size of the In the ionosphere, NO; is principally destroyed by
molecule. It thus appears that the amount of excitation reaction with 0, and by photodetachment. The total
in !‘~O for med by reaction (1) and that formed in reac - rate of destruction’ by both these channels for ground
tions (2a) and (2b) is comparable , and all three reac - state N0 is much less than 1 sec~~. Assuming a mean
tions probably lead to vibrational excitation of the rate constant of 5x 10-i’ cm’/sec for Nor the collision-
ground state. al deexcitation rate for No;*in the 1)-region of the
Richardson, Stephenson, and Brauman’ investigated ionosphere is — 5000 sec ’. Thus, if the total rate of

the photodetachrnent of N0 using ion cyclotron reso- destruction of excited NO; by reactions and photode-
nance techniques. They observed a long wavelength tail tachment is a factor of 10’ greater tha n that of gro und
below the ground state threshold which was attributed state N0 , the effect of this excitation in the ionosphere
to a peroxy form of N O .  Considering our measured could be important. An estimation of the sunlight photo-
deexcitation rate of N0 by NO,, it appears likely that detachment rate of excited N0, based on our three
a substantial fraction of any vibrationally excited NO; measured values of a0, indicates that it is unlikely to
produced in their source could survive the trapping be more than 10 times greater than that for ground
times in the ICR spectrometer.” The N0 in this ex- state NO;. Ion—mole cule reaction rates of excited NO;
periment was reported to be produced by direct elec- have not been measured , but it seems unlikely tha t they
tron attachment at 1. 5 to 2.4 eV rather than reactions will exceed those of the ground state by more than a
(1) or ( 2) , but again because of the different bond an- factor of 10. We therefore tentatively conclude that the
gles and lengths in the ion and the neutral, direct elec- effect of thi s excitation produced in NO; whe n it is
tron attachment should result in vibrationally excited formed should be negligible in the ionosphere.
NO;. These low electron energies would also seem to This study demonstrates a new technique for the in-
preclude the structural changes required to form the vestigation of collisional deexcitation processes, name-
peroxy isomer. The arg uments favoring the observa- 1~, the use of photodestruction processes to monitor the
tion of a peroxy isomer in this experiment seem now to amount of excitation of a molecular species. Ion—
be less compelling, although on the basis of our data molecule reaction rates involving excited ionic species
alone it Is not possible to say with certainty that a per- can ~Iso be measured using the laser to monitor the
oxy isomer was not observed by Richardson et of. excited ions. It has been suggested” that by measur-

In their study’ of the photodetachment of NO , Herbst , ing the photodetachment cross section as a function of
Patterson , and Lineberger observed an onset in the wavelength for a wide range of the degree of excitation
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APPENDIX C

PHOTON INTERACTION S INVOLVIta so2 , 1403 . ANt) ThEIR HYDRATES *

P. C. COSBY , G. P. SMITh, J . K. PETERSO N , and .1. T. MOSELEY

Molecular Physics Center , Stanford Research Institute ,
Menlo Park , California 94025

Photodestruction of the ions 140
2
, 1402 ~

D
2
O, 1403 . and NO

3 ~
D
2
O has been

investigated using a drift Lube mass spectrometer—d ye laser apparatus at wave-

leng ths between 6300 and 5150

The NO2 
and NO 3 ions , for med in a 1:20 140/02 mixture at 0.5 torr , drift

fields of 0.5—1.0 x lo 16 ~~~~2 and drift distances of 7,6—2 5 cm~ are found to

have no mrasurab le photod est ruction cross section (< 3 x 10 20 
cm

2). However ,

when NO3 
is prepared in 14

2
0 gas containing a trace of 0

2
, at a total pressure of

0.15—1.0 torr , the photodissociation reaction

NO
3 

+ h V— 0
2 

+NO (1)

is observed. The cross section for this reaction increases from 3 x ~~_19 2

5675 ~ to 1.5 x mo 48 
cm

2 
at 5150 and is independen t of photon flux , total

pressure , end drift distanc e. Since the lowest energy dissociation channel for

ground state 1403 £5 4 .3 eV
2 , the specie, produced in the 1420 mixture ii believed

to be the peroxy isomer 0
2 

.140. It has been previousl y postulated
3 that this

isomer is formed in the reactions of 02 .H
20, 04 . and C04~ with NO gas, and rapidly

undergoe. the reaction3

0
2

’NO + NO — NO2 + NO
2 

, (2)

wherea, ground state NO3 doe. not . In the NOb
2 

mixture , given the rates for the

formation of 0
2

’NO and it. rate of destruction via reaction (2), only trace

a,sounta of this Species would be present in the photon beam, while ground state

N0
3 . formed from 140

2 
impurities in the NO gas , would be present in far greater

abundance,

The NO2 ‘D2O and NO
3 ~

D20 ion. are produced by the addition of approxi mately

5 x mo~ torr of D20 to either the 02/1420 or 140/02 mixturea. The cross section for

photod.st ruct ion of N02 
.D
2
0 is less than 4 x l0~~~ cm

2 , and poss ibly zero. Photo-

destruction of No
3 ’D2

0, however , is observed with a cross section which varies

from 3 x 10 19 cr.2 at 5300 to 6 x i0~
m9 

cm
2 

at  5150 ~~. Moreover , the cross

section for this ion is Independent of which of the two gas mixtures is used for

its production. We believe thi, ion which undergoes photode str uct ion is actually

the hydrate of 0
2
.NO rather than that of ground state NO

3~~ 
In the 0

2
/14

2
0 mixture ,

the hydrate would be formed from the three-bod y association of 02 .140 with 

-- ,-- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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0
2
0. w hile in 140/02 the reacti on 3

0
2

(9
2
0)

2 
+ NO -. 0

2
.NO ’D

2
O + 020 (3)

is probably responsible for 0
2 ~

NO
~
D
2
0 production. The apparent stability of

O
2

’NO’D
2
0 with respect to reaction with NO could be significant in the evaluation

of negative ion reac tion scheme s in the lower ionosphere .

When the ions NO
2 
.D
2
0 and N0

3 ’D2
0 are produced in N02/Ar or NO2/02 mixture. ,

destruct ion of these ions when the photon beam is on is observed with a co rrespond-

ing appearance of 140
2 

and NO
3 

products. However, the apparent cross section for

an assomed photodissoctatton process varies markedly with 140
2 
total pressure , and

approaches zero in the limit of zero NO
~ 

concentration. Moreover , the wavelength

dependence of the apparent cross section closely follows that of the NO2 total

absorption cross section
4 

in this wavelength region . This suggests the reactions

NO
2 

+ hv — 140
2

NO . D
20 + NO

2
* -. NO

x 
+ 0

2
0 + NO

2 
(x — 2 ,3) (5)

occur in the photon interaction region of the drift tube . From the magnitude of the

destruction observed , the cross sections in reaction (5) for 7402 
.D

20 end NO3 
.D

~
0

are eieime tad to be of order mo 2 ~2 
and 10 ~

2
, respectively. Destruction is also

observed for the ion. 1402 ‘H2O , NO2 •N0 2 , 
and NO

3 
.NO

2 
produced under the same

conditions,

* Research supporte d by U.S . Army Ballistics Research Laboratory through Army

Research Office.
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APPENDIX D

PHOTODISSOCIAT ION SPECTROSCOPY OF 0
3

P. C. Cosby,  J. T. Moseley , J. R. Peterson and J. H. Ling1’
Molecular Physics Cen ter

SRI International , Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT

The pho todissocia tion cross sec tion of gas-phase 0
3 

has been

measured using a tunable dye laser over a wavelength range of 6400-5080

The cross section exhibits considerable structure,which is consistent

with dissociation from vibrational levels of a quasi-bound excited

elec tronic state. Analysis of the structure indicates progressions in two

vibrational modes of the excited state. Photodissociation spectra of ions

prepared in bo th exci ted and ground vibrational levels also yields two

vibrational frequencies for the ground X
2
B
1 

sta te and an apparen t ra te

coefficient for vibrational relaxation in 0
2
. The molecular constants

determined here for the two 0
3 

electronic states are compared with those

obtained from absorption spectra of the ion in other media . Identification

of the dissociating state is discussed .

1’Present address: 10756 Bartlett Ave., NE , Seattle ,Washing ton

MP 77-93
1 
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I. Introduction

The 0
3 

ion is an important intermediate in current D-region negative

ion reac tion schemes of the ionosphere)~ This ion also represents a

relatively simple tr iatorn ic system for which detailed calculations
2 5 of

its electronic struc ture are becoming feasible . The 0
3 

ion has been

studied in ozonide6 and chlorate7’8 crysta ls, in liquid ammonia solution ,
6’9’1°

11—15
and isolated in rare gas matrices. From these resonance raman, infrared ,

and visible absorp tion spec tra a number of molecular constants have been

measured for the ion in these environments.

The formation and reactions of 0
3 

in the gas phase have been studied

16,17 18,19by a number of investigators using drift tube, flowing afterglow,

and beam20 23 
techniques. The photodetachment cross section of this ion

24
has been measured and the electron affinity of 0

3 
ob tained both from

these data and from ion-molecule reaction
19 ’21 23 

studies. We have pre-

viously reported
25’26 

the total photodestruction cross section of 0
3

between 6400-4579 and have observed photodissociation of the ion in this

wavelength region . It was suggested there that the structure in the cross

section ref lected absorption into levels of an excited electronic state of

0
3 

which is predissociated. The purpose of the present paper is to present

an analysis of the 0
3 

photodestruction cross section and to attempt to

characterize the states of 0
3 

relevant to the dissociation process.

2 
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I I .  Exper imen ta l

The experiments were performed using a drift tube mass spectrometer-

tunable dye laser apparatus, which has been previously 27 
described . 0 ions

are produced in the ion source by dissociative electron attachment
28 of 0

2
.

These ions enter the drift region, which con tains 0
2 
at a pressure of

0.3-0 .4 torr , and move down the d r i f t  tube under the influence of a weak ,

applied electric field . The ratio of the electric field strength to 0
2

gas density (E/N) was maintained at 5 Td (1 Td = 10
17 

V-cm
2
) so that the

direc ted drift velocity was less than one-tenth the mean thermal speed of

the ions and molecules a t 300 K. While drifting, the 0 ions produce 0
3

by the three-body reaction.
16 ’17

0 + 20~ -‘ 0
3 

+ 0
2 

. (1)

The drift region is terminated by an end plate containing a 1-rn diameter

extraction aperture . Ions passing through this aperture enter a high

vacuum region where they are mass selected by a quadrupole mass spectrometer

and detected individually by an electron multiplier.

Just prior to entering the extraction aperture the ion swarm intersects

the cavity of the tunable dye laser, The photon beam has a diame ter of

approxima tely 2 mm and its axis is positioned within 2 mm of the extraction

aperture. The total photodestruction cross section of an ion is measured

by chopping the laser at 100 Hz, tuning the mass spectrometer to the

appropriate mass, and counting the number of ions arriving at the detector

during the alternate periods when the laser is on and off. Photofragment

ions resulting from a photodissociation can also be identified .

3 
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The distance from the ion source to the laser interaction region can

be varied over a range of 2.5-50.8 cm. Thus both the ratio of 0
3

/0 ions

arriving at the laser and the number of “thermalizing” collisions the ions

undergo prior to photon interaction can be varied over a wide range.

The dye laser used in this experiment is a commercial “ je t -s t ream”

model pumped by a 16 W argon ion laser. The laser had a linewidth of

approximately 0.4 ~ (FWHN) and its wavelength was set relative to a

calibrated monochromator to a precision of 0.5 and an absolute accuracy

o f ± l ~~~.

All reported cross sections were measured relative to the 0

photodetachment data of Branscomb, Smith, and Tisone.
29 However,

photodissociation of 0
3 

to produce 0 occurs
26 

in the wavelength range

reported here. In order to avoid the error
25 

introduced into the

apparen t 0 photodetachment cross section by the photofragment 0 ions,

the 0
3 

cross section is measured relative to the 0
2 

photodetachment

cross section . The cross section for 0
2 

has been measured
26 

at lower

pressures, in the absence of 0
3 R relative to that of 0 . At photon

energies less than approximately 2.1 eV, the production of photofragment

0 becomes immeasurably small and identical 0
3 

photodestruction cross

— sections are obtained relative to either the 0 or 0
2 

cross sections ,

4
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III. Photodissociation Spectrum

The total photodestruction cross section of 0
3 

is shown in Fig.  1

a~ a function of photon energy . These data were obtained at a drift

distance of 30.5 cm in 0.3 torr of 0
2 

gas. The absolute error in the

cross section scale is ± 12% which includes the uncertainties in the 0

and 0
2 

cross sections and in the relative mobilities3° of 0
2 

and 0
3

.

The error bars in this figure are the statistical (counting) errors for

0
2 

and 0
3 

at each photon energy . An additional source
31 

of error must

be considered for the data at photon energies less than about 2.08 eV. Since

a small quantity of unreacted 0 ions is present in the laser interaction

region , the destruction of a fraction of these ions by photodetachment

will produce a loss of these 0
3 

ions , which would have been produced

in this region by reacti•n (1) had the 0 ions not been photodetached .

The e f fec t  of this small loss becomes increasingly significant as the 0
3

photodestruction cross section decreases. At the lowest photon energy

shown , this 0 loss is equivalent to an apparent 0
3 

photodestruction

cross section of 1.6 x 10
20 cm2. The photodestruction cross section has

been correc ted for this e f fec t  and the error bars in Fig. 1 reflect the

uncertainties in the correction procedure.

The 0
3 

photodestruction cross section was measured at a number of

laser powers ranging from 10-150 W . In this range, the data of Fig. 1 were

independent of photon f lux , thus establishing that the photodestruction

process occurs by single photon absorptions. Two photodestruction

5 
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processes are energetically possible for ground state 0
3 

ions at photon

energies above 1.9 eV:

0
3 
+ hv -. 0 + 0

2 
. (2)

and

0
3

+h\ -.0
3

+ e  . (3)

We observe photofragment 0 ions in sufficient quantities to account for

85 ± 15% of the 03 photodestruction at photon energies above 2.1 eV.

Thus reaction (2) dominates the photodestruction spectrum at photon

energies greater than this value. Below 2.1 eV the total photodestruction

cross section becomes sufficiently small that the detection of photofragment

O~ is difficult because changes in the 0 current are dominated by either

the loss of source produced 0 through photodetachment, or by the production

of photofragment 0 from trace quantities of C0
3 

ions. However, Wong,

Vorburger, and Woo 24 
have reported a cross section for reaction (3) which

varies smoothly from 3.1 ± 3.2 x l0 19 cm2 
to 5.3 ± 2.6 x 10

19 
cm
2 
at

photon energies between 2.0 and 2.4 eV. Consequently , the contribution of

reaction (3) to the total destruction in this region is negligible and the

data shown in Fig. 1 can be considered the 0
3 

photodissociation spectrum .

The photodissociation cross section in Fig. 1 consists of a series of

broad maxima, each of which contains three or more narrower components.

In order to identify that structure due to absorptions into the dissociating

state of 03 . and that due to the effects of vibrationally excited levels

of the 0
3 

ground electronic state, which may be populated in newly formed

6 



ions, the cross section was measured at various drift distances ranging

from 5 cm to 45.7 cm. At the shortest drift distance, most 0
3 

ions have

undergone only a few collisions prior to the photon interaction and, in

fac t, almost 4% of the photodissociated 0
3 

ions are produced by reaction

(1) within the laser interaction region . At the longest drift distance,

the 0
3 

ions have undergone an average of several thousand collisions and

essentially no nascent ions are present in the laser interaction region.

The 0
3 

photodestruction cross section was found to be independent of

drift distance for photon energies greater than 2.15 eV. At lower photon

energies, however, a drift distance dependence was observed , Figure 2

presents these drift distance results at five wavelengths. As can be seen

from this figure , the cross section becomes increasingly dependent on

drift distance as the photon energy is decreased . The cross section is

largest at short drift distances, where the fraction of nascent 0
3 

in

the photon interaction region is expected to be greatest , and decreases in

an exponential manner as the number of thermalizing collisions is increased .

By subtracting the asymptotic value of the cross section at each wavelength ,

32
an approximate binary “relaxation rate” for the reaction

0 + 0  -~~0 + 0

—14 3 -l
is found to be 10 cm s

This behavior suggests that the 0
3 

ions are produced in reaction (1)

with a significant amount of internal energy. An analogous case for the

0
3 
molecule has been reported . In observing infrared emission from nascent

7 
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0
3 

formed by the reaction

O + 2 0
2

_ 0
3

+ 0
2 ‘

von Rosenberg and Trainor
33 

found that 30-50% of the 1.05 eV exothermicity of

this reaction (compared with about 1.6 eV for reaction (1)) goes into vibra-

tional modes of the 0
3 
molecule. Further, these modes are re1axe~d by

0
2 
with a rate coefficient

33 35 of approximately 2 x 10 14 
cm
3 ~~l,

The wavelength dependence of the 0
3 

photodestruction cross section

in the region of 2 eV is given by the upper and lower curves in Fig. 3

for drift distances of 10.3 cm and 30.5 cm, respectively . It is seen that

the cross section for the less relaxed 0
3 

ions is larger and exhibits structure

not apparent in the cross section for ions having undergone more thermalizing

collisions. We therefore conclude that, in general, features at photon

energies less than approximately 2.15 eV in the photodestruction spectrum

of Fig. 1 are attributable to excited levels of the 0
3 

ground electronic

state,whereas structure appearing at higher photon energies characterizes

an excited electronic state of 0
3 

which dissociates.

IV. Vibrational Assignments

Recent configuration interaction calculations
2’4’5 of 0

3 
predict a

2
B
1 
ground state of C2v symmetry with a bond distance of 1.27-1.41 ~ and

bond angle of 115-116.8°. Three excited states
4’5 are found within 4 eV of

the ground state. However, dipole transitions from X 
2
B
1 
are allowed only

to two of these states, the 
2
A
1 
and 

2
A
2
. Both the 

2
A
1 
and 

2
A
2 
are

predic ted5 to have somewhat larger equilibrhzm bond distances than X 2B
1 
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and the equilibrium bond angles differ from that of the ground state by

approxima tely +10° and -10°. Thus, optical absorptions to either of these

states from the ground state would be expected to produce progressions in

both the symmetric stretch and bending modes of the upper state .

The visible absorption spectrum of 0
3 

has been measured for various

alkali metal ozonides dissolved in liquid ammonia
9’1° or isolated in rare

12,15gas matrices. It has also been measured in irradiated single crystals

of alkali metal chlorates.
8 

In each case a series of partially resolved

maxima are observed extending from 2.2 to 3.5 eV,which are separated by

800 to 900 cm ~
‘
. These spectra have been interpreted as absorptions from

the ground electronic state of 0
3 

to vibrational levels of an excited 0
3

electronic state. The energy of the transition between the lowest levels

of the ground and excited electronic states was dependent on the environments

in which the measurements were made, but lie within the range of 2.15 to

2.25 eV.

The widths of the maxima and their energy spacings are comparable for

bo th the absorp tion spectra and the photodissociation spectrum. Also, the

thresholds for these spectra occur in roughly the same photon energy

regions. It therefore appears reasonable that both spectra represent

transi tions from the 2B
1 
ground state of 0

3 
to vibrational levels in either

the 
2
A
1 
or 

2
A
2 
excited states.

The broad maxima in the photodissociation spectrum are spaced by

roughly 800 cm ~‘, which is comparable to the energy of vibrational stretching

modes of other triatomics. The smaller components of these maxima, however ,

9
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are spaced at irregular intervals of order 150 cm
1
, which is unusually

small. The bending mode in the 
2
A
2 

state
36 

of the isoelectronic molecule

Cl0
2
, for example, is 296.3 cm

1
. Thus, in order to assign the structure

in the photodissociation spectrum to specific levels of the excited

electronic state, we searched for progressions in two or more vibrational

modes of this state.

Choosing one of the three major components of the first maxima, we

searched for progressions in either stretching or bending modes having

energies in the range of 700-1400 cm
1 
and 200-600 cm ~. Two sets of

assignments were found which provided reasonable fits to the structure .

One set (I) had an origin at 2.146 eV with vibrational spacings of 855 and

290 cm
1
. The second set (II) had an origin at 2.163 eV with vibrational

spacings of 794 ~~ 1 and 282 cm 1
. Neither of these sets of assignments,

however, could adequately explain all of the structure observed in the

spectrum. A third energy spacing of 403 cm for set II and 419 cm 1 for

set I corresponding to transitions to the excited electronic state from

an excited vibrational mode of the X state was required . This assumption

of an excited bending mode of the ground state is not in disagreement with

the observed position dependence of the cross section; such a level would

be populated in approximately 12% of the 0
3 

ions in a Bol tzman dis tribution

at the 300°K temperature of the drift tube.

An additional assignment may be made from the photodissociation cross

section measured at 10 cm drift distance (Fig. 3).  The structure appearing

10
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in the reg ion of 2.05 eV is either 790 cm 1 or 928 cm ’ below the origin

of the excited electronic sta te , depending on which of the two sets of

assignments for the state are chosen. Further, relative to this peak, a

second peak appears approximately 400 cm
1 

lower in photon energy . It is

therefore likely that these two peaks represent transitions from an

excited stretching mode of the 
2
B
1 
state. We assume that this mode is the

symmetric stretch mode u.
1
1’ since the magnitude of the energy more closely

approximates the energy (964 cm
1
) of this mode

36 
in C10

2 
than that

of (1133 cm
1
~).

The two sets of assignments are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In these

figures, the proposed transitions are labeled by pairs of integers, the

first number of which represents the quantum number of the stretching

mode while the second number gives the bending mode quantum number.

Both sets of assignments predict similar vibrational frequencies for

the upper state and for the bending mode of the lower state. The two sets

d i f f e r  primarily in the choice of origin for the upper sta te and , consequently ,

in the frequency of the lower state stretching mode . Assignment set II

(the lower set in Fig. 4) shows an extended progression in the upper state

stretching mode for which little or no anharmonicity is observed . This is

consistent with the large difference in stretching frequencies found for the

two electronic states and with the small anharmonicity observed
15 in the

matrix absorption spectra . Transitions originating from the first excited

level of the ground state bending mode comprise a significant portion of

the spectrum at low quantum numbers, but their intensities appear to

11
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decrease with increasing photon energy . Such a behavior is important if

the room temperature photodissociation spectrum is truely comparable to

0
matrix absorption spectra obtained at temperatures of less than 22 K.

The primary disadvantage of assignment set II is that it fails to

account for the two small humps at 2.096 and 2.130 eV that occur on the low

energy side of the first peak in Fig. 4. Although it is possible that these

features could arise from transitions out of an excited stretching mode of

the ground state (Fig. 3), the population of such a level would be

relatively small at 300 K and the strength of these features does not

appear to change with drift tube conditions . Assignment set I fully accounts

for these features as transitions from the first excited bending mode of

the lower state. Further, set I assigns the most prominent feature in the

region of 2.15 eV to the origin of the upper state . This set of assign-

ments, however, requires an anharmonicity of approximately 15 cm
1 
in the

upper state stretching frequency to obtain a fit of the observed structure .

Moreover, the intensities of transitions originating from the excited

lower state bending mode appear to increase with increasing photon energy .

In contrast to set II , neither of these characteristics of set I would

appear to be consistent with the matrix absorption spectra .

The broad widths of the peaks and the limited energy range over which

the photodissociation spectrum has been measured with the dye laser do not

presently allow a clear distinction between the two assignment sets, nor is

it certain that either of these assignments is precisely correct. It seems

certain, however, that excited state vibrational frequencies near 800 and

12
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300 cm
1 are required to explain the observed s t ruc tu re .  The low quantum

numbers for the t ransi t ions also l imit the usefu lness  of isotopic

subs t i tu t ion  in verif y ing the assi gnments .  The photodissociation spectrum

of 
18
~~

_ 
(18-18-18) was briefly measured over the energy range of 2.10-2.34 eV.

Genera l sh i f t s  of the broad maxima in the regions of 2.15 and 2 .25 eV by

0 ± 15 cm 
1 

and -32 ± 15 cm 
1 

were observed and are consistent with either

18
set of assignments.  Unfor tuna te ly ,  the quant i ty  of 0

2 
gas available was

insufficient to measure the cross sections to the precision required for

detecting the small shifts expected for the individual transitions in this

region . Thus, in order to better determine the vibrational assignments,

extension of the dye laser measurements to 2.6 eV is planned.

The two sets of values for the vibrational energies of the 0
3 

ground

and excited states and for the origin of the excited s ta te  which were

determined from the photodissociation spectrum are summarized in Table I.

The values for the excited state constants obtained from the previously

mentioned visible absorption measurements are also listed , together with

the ground state constants reported from infrared and resonance raman

spectra . Also shown in this table are the constants for the C10
2 
molecule,

which is isoelectronic with the 0
3 

ion.

The most serious disagreement between the gas phase data and those of

other media occurs for the ground state energy levels. It is possible that

the assignment of W
I 

could be in error , since it was not made on the basis

of an extended progression. The agreement between these data could also be

improved if the gas phase data were attributed to the asymmetric stretch

13



mode. It is unlikely, however, that our assignment of 
~2

” is significantly

in error since it is suppor ted by a number of peaks in the pho todissocia tion

spectrum. Further, this value for the bending mode is more consistent with

the energy levels of d o
2
, which were also obtained from gas-phase spectra .

Undoubtedly the greatest cause for disagreement among the various spectra

arises from the weak bonding 13’15 
between 0

3 
and the cation in rare gas

matrices as well as interaction with the atoms of the matrix . Such

per turbations of 0
3 

can be even more serious in a crysta l envirGnment.

V. Identification of the Excited State

One impor tan t char acteristic of the 0
3 

pho todissocia tion spec trum

is tha t dissocia tion of the upper elec tronic state takes place from the

lowest energy levels of that state and continues to occur over a photon

energy range of at least 0.55 eV. Secondly, the degree of diffuseness in

the spectral features does not noticeab ly vary with the vibrational level

of the upper state. This also appears to be true of the absorption spectrum
15

over a photon energy range of 1.3 eV. A third characteristic is that no

evidence is found for absorption into the asymmetric stretch mode of the

upper state . Finally ,  it appears that nearl y every absorp tion into the

excited state results in a dissociation. For examp le, a molar extinction

coefficient of 2050 L M
1 

cm
1 

at 4579 has been reported1° for K0
3

dissolved in liquid NH
3
, This coef f i c ien t, which is equivalent to an

absorption cross Section of 3.4 x io~~
8 

c~
2
, compares favorably to the

0
3 

photodissociation cross sec tion of 4.9 x io~~
8 cm

2 
at this wavelength .

14
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In fact , agreement between these measurements is likely to be much closer

when one considers tha t the absorption and photodissociation cross sections are

are rap idly varying functions of wavelength in this region and that the NH
3

solution absorption spectrum is shifted 100 A to the blue of the gas

phase photodissociation spectrum .

All these cha~:acterjstjcs seem to indicate that a direct dissociation

37
process , such as that recently proposed by Pack , is occurring in the

upper electronic state. In Pack’s trea tmen t, the potential surface of the

dissociating state is considered bound along its symmetric stretch and

bending coordina tes , bu t simpl y dissociative along the asymmetric stretch

coordinate . For vertical transitions from the bound ground state , the

dissociation (absorption) cross section is proportional to products of the

Franck-Condon factors for the bound wavefunctions of the symmetric stretch

and bending modes of the lower and upper states, and the bound and con tinuum

wavefunctions of the asymmetric stretch modes in these states . Thus, in

contrast to the continuous spectrum previously expec ted 36 for direc t

dissocia tion from such a surface , the wavelength dependence of the dissociation

cross sec tion will exhibi t broad peaks at wavelengths corresponding to

absorption into the bound (symmetric stretch and bending) modes of the

upper sta te , The widths of the peaks in the spectrum are influenced by

the shape of the saddle poin t along the asymme tric s tre tch coord inate of

the upper sur f a ce, which governs the lifetime of the upper state with

respect to dissociation.

15 
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The identification of the dissociating 0
3 

state is uncertain .

Theoretical  calcula t ions
4 ’5 

have predicted two low-lying excited states ,

1 
2
A
1 

and 1 2A
2
, to which dipole-allowed transitions are possible from

the ground X 2B
1 

state. The 1 
2\ — X transition occurs at the lower

photon energy , but previous investiga tions 12 ’15 
have attributed the visible

absorption band to 1 
2
A
2 

‘— X 
2
B~ . The basis for this assignment has been

that the 1 
2
A
2 

— X 
2
B
1 

transition has been observed
36 

in C1O
2 
with a

threshold at 2.606 eV. Such an analogy has limita tions , however , since

the spec trum of the 1 2A
2 

‘ X 
2
B
1 

transi tion in Cl0
2 
is not diffuse,

38 
even

though the entire spectrum appears at photon energies above the dissociation

energy of the ground state (2.50 eV).

An unambiguous assignment of the dissociating state could be obtained

from a measurement of the angular distribution of 0 photofragments. For

2 2 —
the case of A

1 
‘— B

1
, the 0 distribution would be isotropic in the plane

perpendicular to the direction of laser polarization, whereas the distri-

bution of fragments from 
2
A2 — would have more parallel character . An

angular distribution measurement would also provide a check on the direct

dissociation model by probing the lifetime of the dissociating state .39

In contrast to the case4° of C03 ,  such a dis tribution cannot be ob tained

for 0
3 

in the drift tube apparatus. The numerous collisions, caused by

the much higher neutral gas densities required for 0
3 

formation , would

randomize the initial angular distribution of 0 pho tofragm~ n ts prior to

their detection. Consequently, this question must be investigated in the

fu ture using a beam41 
apparatus.

16
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VI . Bond Energy

Since photodissociation is observed from the lowest level of the 03

exci ted state, the thresholds of 2.146 or 2.163 eV reported here provide

only an upper limit to the dissociation energy D(0
2
-O ) of the 0

3
(X
2
B
1
)

state. The actual dissociation energy could , in principle , be obtained

from a measurement of the kine tic energy of the 0 photofragments and a

knowledge of the internal energy of the corresponding 0
2 
produc t. In the

absence of these more direct data , D
o
(0
2
_0) can be related to the

dissocia tion energy of 0
3 
and the electron affinities of 0 and 0

3 
by the

equa tion :

D(0
2
-0) = EA(0

3
) + D(0

2
-O) - EA(0) . (4)

The threshold for 0
3 

photodetachinent has been measured
24 

to be

1.99 ± 0.1 eV. This value represents an upper limit to EA(0
3
), since the

Franck-Condon factors for the O
3

(X 1
A
1
) — 0

3
(X 2B

1
) transition are not suffici-

en tly well known to ensure that the product neutral is not produced with

internal energy at the photodetachment threshold. The electron affinity

has also been deduced from the kinetic energy thresholds for 0
3 

forma tion

in reactions of various species with 0
3
. The reactants used in these

studies were (I),
2]
~ � 1.96 eV; (Cs) ,

22 
2.14 ± 0.15 eV; (F , Br , Cl ,

I , CO
3

) , 23 2.15 ± 0.15 eV; and (OH),
19 

� 1.8234 eV. Provided the 0
3

molecule does not have significant internal energy at the time of reaction,

these measurements represent lower limits to EA(0
3
) ,  since the product 0

3

ion may be formed with internal energy . Combining the photodetachment and

reaction values, the electron affinity of 03 
is determined to be

17 
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2.06 ± 0.06 eV. This value is also consistent with those obtained by a

theoretical  calculation2 and crys tallographic studies. 42

Using the above value for EA(O
3

) and the recommended values for

EA (O)
43 

and D(O
2
-O)

44 
of 1.462 

+0.,003 
eV and 1.05 ± 0.02 eV, respectively,

the dissociation energy of the 0
3

’(X 2B
1

) state is found from Eqn. (4) to

be 1.65 ± 0.06 eV.

It has been pointed out
19 

that if the above values are al l  correct

within their stated uncertainties, a significant discrepancy exists regarding

either the dissociation energy of C0
3

, D(C0
2-
0), or of 0

3
. From reaction

rate studies, the difference in the dissociation energies of CO
3 

and 0
3

was determined~
’9 to be at least 0.58 eV, while the photodissociation of

CO
3 

led~~ to an upper limit of 1.9 eV for the dissociation energy of CO3
.

These two values place an upper limit on the dissociation energy of 0
3

of 1.32 eV, in clear disagreement with the value of 1.65 eV obtained above.

It is not yet known if one of the numbers quoted above is significantly

in error, or if several of them are slightly in error in such a way as to

account for the 0.3 eV discrepancy .

VII . Summary

The 0
3 

photodestruction cross section has been measured over a

wavelength range of 6400-5080 ~~~. The ion photodissociates in this region

to form 0 + 0
2 
with a cross section that exhibits structure consistent

with dissociation from vibrational levels of an excited electronic state .

Progressions in the symmetric stretch and bending modes of the excited state

18
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are identified and transitions originating from these modes in the X
2
B
1

state are observed . It is found that the structure in the cross section

can be explained by either of two sets of vibrational frequencies for

these states.  The assignments, given in Table 1, fix the origin of the

excited state at either 2.146 or 2.163 eV above the X
2
B
1 
state. The

identity of the dissociating state is not experimentally established;

however , recent calculations indicate that it is either the 1
2
A
1 

or 1 A
2
.

Evidence is found for the formation of vibrationally excited 0
3

in the reaction 0 + 20
2 

-
~ 03 

+ 0
2
. Relaxation of the excited ion in

0
2 
is observed with an apparent rate coefficient of 10

14 
cm
3 ~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. Total photodestruction cross section of 0
3 

as a func t ion  of pho ton

energy. The predominant process observed is photodissociation into

0 + 0
2
. The ordinate has been expanded by a factor of five for the

data in the wavelength range of 6200-5700

2. Drift distance dependence of the 0
3 

photodestruction cross section

at five wavelengths.

3. Total photodestruction cross section of 0
3 

as a func tion of pho ton

energy . The upper and lower sets of data were obtained at drift

distances of 10.2 and 30.5 cm, respectively . For clarity, the upper

data have been displaced along the ordinate by a factor of two.

Transitions (10 ~-0 v~) and (11 .- 04) arising from excited stretching

modes of the X2B
1 
state which are expected from assignments I and II

are given by the lines in the upper and lower halves of the figure.

4. Photodestruction cross section of 0
3 

as a function of photon energy

showing the assignment of transitions to two vibrational modes of the

dissociating electronic state. Transitions arise from both the ground

vibrational levels (00 v~ 4) and from the firs t exci ted bending mode

(01 — v~ v
’
2
) of the X

2
B
1 

state . Assignments made from frequency set I

are shown in the upper part of the figure while those from set II are

in the lower part .
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APPENDIX E

PHOTODISSOCIATION AND PHOTODETACLINENT OF MOLECULAR NEGATIVE IONS.

IV. HYDRATES OF 0
3

P. C. Cosby,  G. P .  Smi th , and J. T. Moseley
Molecular Physics Center

SRI International, Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT

The total photodestruction cross sections of gas-phase 0
3 ~

H
2
O and

0
3 

. 2H
2
0 have been measured over a wavelength range of 6300-5120

using a tunable dye laser. The cross sections for these ions closely

resemble that of 0
3~~ 

but are progressively smaller, blue-shifted, and

less structured with the addition of each water ligand . The major product

of the 0
3 
.H
2
0 photodestruction is 0

3
. The possibility of other dissociation

channels in the hydrate photodestruction and the influence of the water

ligands on the 0
3 

absorption spectrum are discussed .
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular ion hydrates are generally considered to be weakly bound

complexes held together primarily by the electrostatic attraction between

the ion and the permanent dipole moment of the water molecule. Such species

are abundant in the lower regions of the ionosphere.
1 

Most of the present

knowledge of the hydrates has been obtained from gas-phase ion-molecule

reac tion ra te measurements. Studies of the equilibrium reactions of the

parent ions with 11
2
0 have yielded energies for the ion-water bond of approxi-

mately 0.5 eV.2’3 In a few instances the addition of a single water molecule

to a molecular ion has dramatically altered the ion-molecule reactions of

the hydrate from those observed for the isolated ion.
3 

Detailed theoretical

calculations have thus far been limited to the interaction of atomic ions

with the water molecule.
4 

No information exists concerning the effect of the

water molecule on the electronic states of a molecular ion in the gas phase.

RESULTS

We report here the measurement of the total photodestruction cross

sections of the ions 0
3 
•H
2
0 and 0

3 ~
211
2
0 using a drift tube mass spectrometer

coupled with a tunable dye laser.
5 

The ions were produced in 0
2 
gas containing

a trace (— 200 ppm) of water vapor by the three-body reactions
3

0
3 

+ H
2

O + 0
2 

-. 0
3 

.11
2
0 + 0

2 (1)

and

2 

— - - —  - . --~~~~~~ -- .—— -.- - - --
~~~ 



~

0
3

.H
2

O + 11
2
0 + 0

2 
0

3~~~
2H

2
0 + 0

2 
. (2)

At an 0
2 
pressure of 0.5 torr , a drift distance of 20.3 cm, and an E/N

of 5 x io
17 

V-cm
2
, the ratio of the ions O3~~ 

0
3

11
2
0, and 0

3 
.2H

2
0 in the

drift tube was approximately 100:10:1.

The total photodestruction cross sections
6 
of O

3~~ 
0
3

11
2
0, and 0

3
.2H

2
0

are shown in Fig. 1 for the wavelength region of 6300-5120 X. For clarity,

the data for the f irst  and second hydrates have been displaced along the

ordinate from those of 0
3 

by factors of 10 and 100, respectively. The cross

sections for 0
3 

are taken from the preceeding paper .
6 

The error bars for

each of the data points in this figure represent one standard deviation of

statistical error. The uncertainty in the absolute value of each of the cross

sections is ± 127..

The previously stated drift tube conditions were chosen to minimize

coupling
7 
of the photon reactions of any one of these species to the others

via Reactions (1) and (2). These conditions, however , also permit formation

of the hydrates along the entire drift distance. Thus, it is not possible

to insure the hydrates were in a thermal (.— 300°K) distribution of internal

energy states at the time of photon interaction.

DISCUSS ION

We observe the production of photofragment 0
3 

ions from the photodestruction

of O
3~~

H
2
0. Since the concentration of the hydrate was always an order of

magnitude smaller than the concentration of 0
3 

produced in the drift tube,

it is not possible to state with certainty that the reaction

0 .HO + hv -. 0
3 

+ 11
20 (3)

3 
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is the only channel for the photodestruction at these wavelengths. However,

since the neutral 0
3~
H
2
O would not be expected to be bound by other than

van der Waals forces, photodetachment of the 03 
.H
2
0 can be ruled out ; the

threshold for this process could occur only at photon energies equal to or

greater than the sum of the electron affinity of 0
3 
(2.06 eV)

6 
plus the

dissociation energy of the 0
3 

_ H
2
0 bond (—‘0.5 eV).

3 
The photodissociation

channel

0
3 

.H
2
0 + hv -~~ O~ + °2 

+ H
2
0 (4)

cannot , however, be eliminated since the dissociation energy of the 0 0 2

bond is expected
6 

to be only 1.65 
± 

0.06 eV. Thus , the energetic threshold

for such a process would be fully consistent with that observed in Fig. 1.

The products of the 0
3 

211
2
0 photodestruction reaction were not

experimentally observed, since this ion is formed only in trace concentrations

in the drift tube. The..~hotod.issocLa.tion processes

- 
-, O~~~H 0 + H 0  -

0
3 

2H
2
O + hv 3 2 2 o •H

2
0 + 0

2 
+ 11

2
0 (5)

0 + H
2
0 + H

2
O

are all probably energetically accessible , but the threshold for either photo-

detachment or photodissociation into 0 + 2H
2
0 + 0

2 
should occur at higher

photon energies than were used here.

As seen in Fig. 1, the cross sections for the hydrates strongly resemble

that of 0
3 
. Note , however , that the spectra of the hydrates show

progressively less structure with the addition of each water ligand and are

shifted by 0.60 ± 0.005 eV and 0.072 ± 0.005 eV to higher photon energy than

4 
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that of 0
3
. Also, the addition of each water of hydration results in a

reduction in the cross section magnitude by approximately 257..

The 0
3 

photodissociation spectrum has been interpreted
6 
as resulting

from absorptions from the ground electronic state of the ion into two

vibrational modes of an excited electronic state which dissociates. The

close similarities in the photodestruction spectra of 0
3 

and its hydrates

indicates that the bonding of the water molecule only slightly perturbes

the 0
3 

energy levels from those of the isolated ion. The small shifts of

the structure in the hydrate cross sections to higher photon energies reflect

the relative interaction of the Water molecule with the ground and excited

0
3 

electronic states. The increasing diffuseness of the features in the

hydrate cross section likely results from the increasing number of vibrational

modes present in the hydrates. Since the energy level spacing of many of

these additional modes will be small and a number of the levels in each mode

will be populated in the hydration reaction, a broadening of the spectral

features in the absorption should be expected. Similarly, the small decreases

in the cross section magnitude with the addition of each water to the 0
3

could ref lect  small changes in the transition moment for the absorption .

Nevertheless, reactions (3) and (5) each require intramolecular transfer of

the energy deposited in the 0
~~
0
2 
bond by absorption of a photon into the

ion-water bond which is broken during dissociation of the hydrate. One can

thus not rule out competition between photodissociation and fluorescence,

which is not expected for the direct dissociation observed
6 

in the isolated

0
3 

ion, as the cause of the smaller cross sections in the hydrates.

5 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Total photodestruction cross sections for 0
3~~ 

0
3 
•H
2
0, and 0

3
211
2
0

- as a function of photon energy . For clarity, the data f o r  the single

- and double hydrates have been lowered by factors of 10 and 100,

respectively, relative to the cross section scale of O3~~

7
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APPENDIX F

PHO1~)DISSOCIATI0N AND PHO 1DDETACHMENT OF MOLECULAR NEGATIVE IONS

V. ATMOSPHERIC IONS FROM 7tJOO TO 8400

C. P. Smith , L. C. Lee , P . C. Cosby,  J. R. Peterson , and 3. T. Moseley

Molecular Physics Center , SRI International
Menlo Park , California 94025

ABS TRACT

Measurements of the photodestruction cross sections for a number of

parent and f i rst  hydrate negative ions of atmospheric importance have been

extended to the wavelength range from 7000 to 8400 7~, using a drift tube
mass spectrometer and a tunable dye laser. Most of these ions do not

dissociate or detach at these wavelengths; upper limits smaller than 1.0 x

-19 2 -

10 cm are established for the photodestruction cross sections of 0
3

O
2~~

H
2
O, 0

3 ~
H
2
O
~ 
C0
3

, CO4. CO4 ~~~~ 
HCO

3
, HCO

3 
H
2
0, O

2~~ NO , 0
2~~

NO~H2
O,

and NO
2 
•H
2
O. Thresholds for the photodestruction of CO

3
. 11

2
0 and 0

4 
are

observed at photon energies of 1.67 eV and 1.57 eV respectively, and the cross

sections for these ions have been measured at higher photon energies.

*
This research was supported by the U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratories
through the U.S. Army Research Office .
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I INTRO DU CTION

In recent years , the importance of molecular negative ions in D-

region ionospheric chemistry has been noted .1 Photodestruction of ion s

which  can be formed in various mixtures  of atmospheric gases a f fec t s  the

D-region e lectron densi ty  and ion composition . Such processes are also

importan t in gas discharge lasers ,
2 
as well as being of fundamental interest

in the study of the e lec t ronic  struc ture of negative ions. In previous

work
3 5  

we have s tudied photodestruction processes of atmospheric ions at

wave lengths between 5100 and 7000 °
. The present work extend s this wave-

length range to the near infrared (8400 A), and suggests very small or zero

negative ion photodestruction cross sections far ther in the infrared .

Spec i f ica l ly ,  this  paper wi l l  pre sent upper l imits  for  the photo-

destruction cross sections of the following atmospheric negative ions

between 7000 and 8400 A: 0
3~~ 0

2 
•H

2
0 , 0

3 ~H
20 , CO

3
, C0

4
, CO

4 
.H

2
O , HCO

3
,

HCO
3

•H
2O , NO

3 , O
2~~ NO , 0

2 ~NO~ H
2O , and NO

2 ~
H

2
O. Measurements were made to

threshold for 0
4 

and CO
3 

H
2
0. Recent measurements between 5100 and 7000 A

of photodissociation processes for  nitrogen-containing atmospheric negative ions,
6

and for the hydrates of 0
3 

~, and measurements
8 

of the photodetachnient of

OH , 0 , and 0
2 

relative to D between 5100 and 8600 A will be reported

separate ly.

2

k — -  ~~~~~~~ ,
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II APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

The experimental measurements were made on a drift tube mass

spectrometer coupled with a tunable dye laser apparatus which has been

described~
1’4 Negative ions , formed by electron attachment in the source

region and by subsequent ion-molecule reactions, drift down the tube under

the influence of a weak electric field. Since the drift distance was

typically 20.3 cm, the ions undergo many thermalizing collisions after

formation. Pressures between 0.10 and 0.50 torr were utilized, and the

applied field was sufficiently weak that the drift velocity was only about

one-tenth thermal velocity (E/N = 10 Td). Approximately 1 nsn before the

exit aperture in the end plate of the d r i f t  tube, the ions traverse the

cavity of a chopped , tunable dye laser. Ions which pass through the

aperture into a high vacuum region are mass selected, detected , and accumu-

lated by a two-channel counter (laser on and la8er o f f )  until the desired

statistical accuracy is obtained.

For the current red wavelength work , the dye laser is pumped by

3.5 W of the 6471 and 6764 A lines of a krypton ion laser. The dyes
9

oxazine and DEOTC were used for the wavelengths 7000-7800 ~i. and 7800-8600 A,
respectively . Intracavity power levels of 7 to 30 W were obtained using oxazine ,

while DEOTC provided up to 5 W . Due to the difficulty of working in the

infrared and the lack of observable photodestruction, attempts to extend

measurements to longer wavelengths with other dyes were not made. A few

measurements were also made at 6800 1~ using rhodamine 64O~ , pumped by the

yellow and green lines of the krypton laser .

3 
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Accurate measurements require that attention be paid to the conditions

of ion production along the drift tube. Past work has demonstrated that

measured photodestruction cross sections can be affected by equilibrium

reactions with other photoabsorbing species’° and by vibrational excitation.3’1~
Equilibrium prob lems are negligible here since no photodissociating or

photodetaching species were present under most operating conditions.

Previously investigated
3 5  

drift tube conditions were used for the production

of the ions of interest and are listed in Table I. For all measurements of

hydrated ions, the partial pressure of water was kept below that which would

produce significant quantities of the second hydrate.

All cross sections reported here are determined by normalization
3

to the 0 photodetachinent cross sections of Branscomb et al ., ’2 using the

equation
ln(I

o /I)
A

_ 
~
‘O~ 

VA..

~ _ (X) = a _ (X) (1)
A 0 In( 1

0
/I)0_ 

~~~ 
~~~

where P is the measured laser output power and v is the drift velocity

calculated from the reduced mobility .
13

III CO
3 H2

O PHO~~DISSOCIAfl0N

A large photodissociation cross section for CO
3 • H

2
O has been

reported
5 

at wavelengths shorter than 7000 A. We have extended these

measurements to 7600 A and observed a threshold at 1.67 ± .03 eV (7400 A).

This is the highest photon energy for which a cross section less than

4

~~~~

-- --
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1 x 10 
19 

cm
2 

(one standard deviation) and consistent with zero was measured .

Figure 1 shows the results of these new measurements, and those of Ref. 3 for

— the processes :

CO
3 

,H
2

O ÷ hv -. CO
3 

+ 11
2
0 ~H = 0.5 eV

14 
(2)

and GO
3 + h’j -, 0 + CO

2 ~H = -1.8 eV
15 

(3)

The sharp decline in the C0
3 

11
2
0 cross section above 7000 A is quite

apparent. The nature of the photodestruction processes, the electronic

transition, and the fact that the hydrate cross section is larger and

less structured have been discussed previously.
5

These new results yield direct information on the threshold for

CO
3 

H
2

O photodissociation, and more indirectly , information on the excited

states and bonding of CO
3 

and its first  hydrate. The data can best be

discussed in comparison to our recent work7 
on 0

3 
and its first two hydrates.

There we observed nearly identical photodissociation cross sections for 0
3

and its hydrates, except that the cross section for the first hydrate was

shifted to 0.06 eV higher photon energy, and that for 0
3

211
2
0 to approximate ly

0.09 eV higher energy . The structure observed in the 0
3 

cross sections

became progressively more diffuse with the addition of each water of hydration.

A major difference between the photodissociation of CO
3 

and that of 0
3 

is

that for 0
3 

essentially all of the absorption in this wavelength range

results in photodissociation,
7 
while for CO

3 
apparently only a part of the

absorption results in dissociation
15 

above the thermodynamic limit of 1.8 eV.

5 
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The CO
3 

absorption almost certainly continues down to the excited state

origin of 1.52 eV , with no photodissociation.

The fact that the cross sections for 0
3 

and its hydrates are nearly

identical shows
7 
that the weak 0

3 ~H2
O bond only slightly perturbs the 0

3

electronic states. It is very likely that the CO
3 

electronic states are

also only slightly perturbed by hydration. The difference in the magnitudes

of the CO
3 

and CO
3~ 

H
2

O cross sections apparently occurs because a larger

fraction of the total absorption results in dissociation for the hydrates,

due to the availability of a much lower energy product channel, CO
3 

+ 11
2
0.

This can also exp lain why the hydrate cross section continues to be large,

well below the threshold for the parent ion, since absorption is still

occurring . The fact that the threshold for the hydrate is near 1.67 eV

rather than the 1.52 eV expected for the origin of the CO
3 

excited state

could be due to a slight perturbation of the excited state due to hydration.

The magnitude of the perturbation, a gas phase “solvent shift” of 0.15 eV,

is comparable to that for O
3~~ and the direction of the shift is the same.

IV 0
4 

PHOTODESTRUCTION

Figure 2 shows the extension of previous 0
4 

photodestruction cross

section measurements
5 

to lower energies. An apparent photodestruction

threshold of 7900 A is indicated by the linear decrease of the cross section

and the low values measured at longer wavelengths. The smooth, structureless

decline in this cross section above 6000 A is similar to that observed for

positive ion molecular dimers
10’16 such as NO~ NO

+ 
and 0

4
+

, and may indicate6
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similaritie s in bonding and struc ture . A pseudodiatomic mode l for these

dimer ions would suggest a bound state with the charge shared equally between

fragments. In analogy with the diatomic rare gas ions,
16 

this state would be

coupled by an optical transition to a repulsive excited state . In addition to

the photodissociation , photodetachment of 0
4 

is also thermodynamically allowed

at the present wavelengths. The presence of large amounts of photodetaching

0
2 

in the ion swarm, howeve r , prevented experimental determination of the

photodestruction channels.

The small positive cross sections (—. 1 x 10 
19 

cm
2
) at wavelengths

longer than 7600 A are difficult to interpret. An equilibrium
17

0
2 

+ 20
2 

0
4 

+ 0
2 

k
f 

= 4 x l0 31
cm
6/s

k = 2 . 7 x 1 0  cm /S (4)
r

exists which interconverts a fraction of the 0
2 

and 0
4 

ions while they

traverse the laser interaction region . This can result~~~ in an apparent

decrease in the 0
4 

signal when the laser is on due to photodetachment of

precursor 02 . Application of the kinetic model of reference lOa to this

system predicts an apparent 0
4 

photodestruction cross section of only

2 x 10
20 

cm
2 
from this effect. An additional source of subthreshold

photodestruction would be the presence of vibrationally excited 0
4 

ions

in the laser interaction region. At the drift tube conditions of this

experiment, 1.57. of the 0
4 

ions detected by the quadrupole mass Spectro-

meter will have been formed by reaction (4) in the laser interaction region,

and are subject to laser photodestruction prior to therinalizing collisions.

The exothermicity of reaction (4) is 0.6 eV,
18 

and a significant fraction of

7
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— this energy likely appears as internal excitation of the nascent 0
4 

ions .

If these excited ions have large photodestruction cross sections (— lO ’~

cm
2

) ,  the observed photodestruction at wavelengths longer than 7600 1~ might

be a t t r ibuted  to excited 0
4

. Thus , the threshold for photodestruction of

ground state 0
4 

ions could be as high as 1.63 eV.

V PHOTODESTRUCTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR OThER SPECIES

Table II lists upper limits for the photodestruction cross sections

of a number of negative ions of atmospheric interest derived from measure-

ments at 8250 A (1.50 eV), 7500 A (1.64 eV), 7100 A (1.74 eV) and/or 6800 A
(1 .82 eV) . All upper limits quoted in Table II represent the largest possible

photodestruction cross section of the species within one standard deviation

statistical error of the measured values. Cross sections of zero are included

within the precision of all these measurements. Although measurements were

not made for some ions at the longest wavelengths, cross sections of less

than 1 x 10 
19 cm2 are indicated by extrapolation. The thermodynamic

— 11,19 -
threshold for NO

2 
detachment lies at shorter wavelengths, so NO

2

was not investigated. NO
3 ~H2

O could not be examined since the 0
2 NO’ H

2
O

isomer was preferentially produced under our experimental conditions.
6

Except for 0
4 

and CO
3 ~

H
2

O which are photodissociated below 7600 A,

and the less precise 8250 A measurement for CO
4 H2

0, which can be formed

only in small quantities in the drift tube, the results indicate cross

sections less than 1 x 1O~~~ cm
2 

for all of these ions over the wavelength

range studied. The measurements are consistent with, and imply, cross

section8 of zero. Many of these ions are characterized
14 

as weak, electro-

~ 
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s t a t i c a l l y  bound c l u s t e r  ions , and have low thermodynamic thresholds for

dissociation . Yet , no repulsive or predissociative state s that lead to

photodissociation appear to exist below 1.6 eV. The photodetachment thre sh-

old for these ions is also apparently at shorter wavelengths. Since the

neutral clusters are not bound (except for a few meV from weak van der Waals

fo rces ) ,  the necessar i ly  dissociative photodetachment will require higher

photon energy than photodissociation of the parent ion . The results  also confirm

that the 0
3 CO

3 , 
02 

•N0 , and CO
4 thresholds measured previously

5’6 are true

thresho lds. We thus conc lude that none of the atmospheric negative ions

studied is likely to have significant photodestruction cross sections in the

infrared region of the solar spectrum .

This work helps locate the threshold for 0
2 
.H
2
0 photodestruction.

Previous measurements5 indicate the cross section is less than 2 x 10 19 
cm
2

at 6700 A. Current measurements give a va lue less than 1.0 x ~o
_19 

cm
2 

at

7200 A , indicating a threshold of 1.8 ± 0.1 eV (6900 A). Accurate measurements

at intermediate wavelengths have not been attempted because of the small

02 
•H

2
O ion current, the small cross sections, and the possible coupling

10

of 0
2 

and 0
4 

photodestruction into the measured 0
2 
.H
2
O value via the reactions:

0
2 

+ 112
0 + 02 

0 H
2
0 + 0

2 
(5)

and
O4 + H 2

O~~~ O
2 H2

O + O
2 

. (6)

9
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VI CONCLUSIONS

Uppe r limit s of 1 x ~~~~ cm
2 
have been established for the photo-

des t ruc t ion  cross sections of many negative ions of atmospheric interest for

photon energie s less than 1.6 eV. Few of these ions undergo photodestruction

below 1.8 eV. Thresholds for CO
3 ~

H
2O , 

O
4~ 

and O
~ 

.H
2
O were established .

Except  for  O
2~~ 

no infrared pho todestruction of D-region negative ions

appears important. Table III summarizes photodestruction cross section

values for these ions measured in this and previous studies.
38
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Table I

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

2 3-5 ,13Ions Gas P ( torr)  Mobility (cm /V s)

0
3 

02 0.5 2.54

0
4 

0
2 

0.5 2.16

0
2

.H
2
0 02

/trace H
2

O 0.5 2.5

0
3~~ H

2
O 0

2
/t race H

2
0 0.6 2 .2

CO
3 

TI. CO
2 

in 0
2 

0 .2  2 .4

CO
3 

.H
2
0 77. CO

2 
in O

2
/trace H

2
O 0.5 2.3

CO
4 

77, CO
2 

in 0
2 

0 .2  2.3

CO
4 ~H

2
O 77. CO

2 
in O

2
/trace H 2O 0.5 2 .2

HCO
3 

27. CH
4 

in CO
2 

0.5 1.34

HCO
3 

. H O  2% CH4 in C0
2
/trace H

2
O 0.5 1.34

NO
3 

2% NO in 0
2 

0.6 2.2

NO
2 ~H

2
O 27. NO in CO

2
/trace H 2O 0.5 1.5

0
2

.NO N 2
O/trace 0

2 
0.5 1.6

0
2~~

NO.H
2
0 N

2
0/ trace H

2
0,O

2 
0.5 1.5

~
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~

-

~
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Table II

UPPER LIMITS ON PHOTODESTRUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

(10 -18 cm 2)

X (~~~) 
8250 7500 7100 6800

E (eV) 1.50 1.64 1.74 1.82

CO
3 

< 0.088 < 0.065 < 0.080

CO
3

.H
2

O <0 .085  < 0.30 (1.7 
± 

.2)

CO4 < 0.115 < 0.020

CO
4 

.H
2
0 < 0.192 < 0.064

HCO3 < 0.052 < 0.044 < 0.022

HCO
3~~ H2

O <0 .038 < 0.073 < 0.025

0
4 

< 0.058 (0.32 ± .05) (0.46 ± .05)

O2~~ H
20 < 0.093 < 0.12 < 0.10

0
3 

< 0.089

O3~~ N
20 < 0.023

O
2~~~N0 < 0.087 < 0.054

02 ~NO~H
2
0 < 0.072 < 0.036

NO
3 

< 0.082

NO
2 H 20 < 0.041

*
Values in parentheses are measured values, not upper limits.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

I. Photodissociation cross sections for CO
3 

and CO
3 

•H 2
0 vs. photon

energy and wavelength. Da ta poin ts for CO
3 
.H
2
0 above 6950

are from this work ; the other data is from Ref. 3.

2. Photodestruction cross sections for 04
. Data above 6950 this

work ; data below 6950 is from Ref. 3.
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